parish directory

01422 373184, rectorofelland@btinternet.com

www.forwardinfaithlincs.org.uk/stnicholasboston.html

p.r.murray@durham.anglican.org

BOURNEMOUTH St Ambrose, West Cliﬀ Road, BH4 8BE.
A Forward in Faith Parish, Resolutions ABC in place. Sunday: 8am
Low Mass BCP, 10am Sung Mass Traditional Ceremonial (CW),
4pm Choral Evensong, 2nd Sunday of the month Choral Evensong with Benediction. Parish Priest Fr Adrian Pearce SSC 01202
911569; Parish oﬃce 01202 766772. Email:

CROYDON S Michael & All Angels, Poplar Walk. Aﬃliated
with SSWSH. Sunday: Low Mass 8.00am, Family Mass
9.30am, Solemn Mass 11.00am, Evensong & Benediction
3.30pm (1st & 3rd Sunday). Daily Mass Mon – Fri 12.30pm, also
Wed 7.30am. Sat 11.00am. Vicar Fr Tim Pike CMP 02086869343,
Curate Fr Philip Kennedy 02036094184. Website, with full details: stmichaelscroydon.com

KINGSTON-upon-THAMES St Luke, Gibbon Road (short
walk from Kingston railway station) Sunday: Low Mass (English
Missal) 8am, Sung Mass (Western Rite) 10.30am, Evensong and
Benediction 5pm. 3rd Sunday each month: Teddy Bears Service
for pre-schoolers 9.30am. Wed, 7pm Exposition, 8pm Mass. First
Sat of the month, 11.15am Mass of Our Lady of Walsingham. For
further information phone Fr Martin Hislop: Parish Oﬃce 020
8974 8079 www.stlukeskingston.co.uk

www.ellandoccasionals.blogspot.co.uk

FOLKESTONE Kent, St Peter on the East Cliﬀ A Forward
in Faith Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: 8am Low Mass, 10.30am Solemn Mass. Evensong
BATH Bathwick Parishes, St.Mary’s (bottom of Bathwick Hill), Wednesday and Friday 9.30am, Saturday 9.30am Mass & Rosary. 6pm. Weekdays - Low Mass: Tues 7pm, Thur 12 noon. Contact Father David Adlington or Father David Goodburn SSC - tel: 01303
St.John's(opposite the fire station) Sunday - 9.00am Sung Mass at Fr.Richard Norman 0208 295 6411. Parish website: www.stge254472 http://stpetersfolk.church
St.John's, 10.30am at St.Mary's 6.00pm Evening Service - 1st, orgebickley.co.uk
e-mail: stpetersfolk@yahoo.co.uk
3rd &5th Sunday at St.Mary's and 2nd & 4th at St.John's. ConBURGH-LE-MARSH Ss Peter & Paul, (near Skegness) PE24
tact Fr.Peter Edwards 01225 460052 or www.bathwick5DY A resolution parish in the care of the Bishop of Richborough. GRIMSBY St Augustine, Legsby Avenue Lovely Grade II
parishes.org.uk
Church by Sir Charles Nicholson. A Forward in Faith Parish under
Sunday Services: 9.30am Sung Mass (& Junior Church in term
Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Parish Mass 9.30am, Solemn
BEXHILL on SEA St Augustine’s, Cooden Drive,TN39 3AZ
time) 6.00pm Sung Evensong (BCP) Weekday Mass Thursdays
Evensong and Benediction 6pm (First Sunday). Weekday Mass:
Saturday: Mass at 6pm (first Mass of Sunday)Sunday: Mass at
9am. Other services as announced. All visitors very welcome.
Mon 7.00pm, Wed 9.30am, Sat 9.30am. Parish Priest: Fr.Martin
8am, Parish Mass with Junior Church at10am. Further details: Fa- Rector: Canon Terry Steele, The Rectory, Glebe Rise, Burgh-le07736 711360
ther Robert Coates SSC on 01424 210 785
Marsh. PE245BL. Tel 01754810216 or 07981878648 email:
fr.terry@btclick.com
HALIFAX St Paul, King Cross: Queens Road, HX1 3NU. An incluBIRMINGHAM St Agatha, Stratford Road, Sparkbrook (B11
sive resolution parish receiving sacramental provision from the
1QT) “If it is worth believing in, it is worth travelling for” Sunday Mass CARDIFF near rail, bus, Millennium Stadium, city centre and Bay
11am. Contact Fr.John Luﬀ 0121 449 2790
Daily Mass St Mary, Bute Street Sunday: Solemn Mass 11am; Bishop of Wakefield. Sunday: 10.30 Solemn Mass; 16.30 (Winter)/18.30 (BST) Evening Prayer Last Sunday: 18.30 Evensong
www.saintagathas.org.uk
Parish Priest Fr.Dean Atkins SSC 029 2048 7777
with Benediction (Occasionally Choral) Monday: 12.00 Mass Friwww.stmaryscf10.co.uk
BISHOP AUCKLAND St Helen Auckland, Manor Road,
day: 10.30 Mass Parish Priest: Fr Kevin Barnard 01422 360740
West Auckland Medieval church. A Parish of the Society of S.WilCHARD The Good Shepherd, Furnham. Under the Episco- www.stpaulskingcross.co.uk
frid and S.Hilda. Sunday: Sung Mass 10am, Evensong and Bene- pal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday: Sung Mass 9.45am,
HARTLEPOOL St Oswald’s, BroughamTerrace. A Society
diction 6pm. Weekday Mass: Mon 7pm, Tues, Thur, Fri, Sat
Solemn Evensong and Benediction (3rd Sunday only) 6pm.
Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverly. Sunday:
9.30am, Wed 10am, Rosary Mon 6.30pm. Parish Priest: Canon
Weekday Masses: Tues 10am, Wed 6.30pm (with Healing and
Sung Mass 9.30am. Daily Mass, Oﬃces and Confessions as disRobert McTeer SSC 01388 604152 www.sthelenschurch.co.uk
Reconciliation on the 4th Wed of the month). Contact: Fr Jeﬀ
played. Parish Priest: Fr Graeme Buttery SSC 01429 273201
Williams 01460 419527 www.churchofthegoodshepherdBLACKPOOL St Stephen on the Cliﬀs, Holmfield Road,
chard.weebly.com
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD St Francis of Assisi, Hammerfield,
North Shore A SWSH Registered Parish. Vicar: Canon Andrew Sage
Glenview Road, HP1 1TD. Under the episcopal care of the Bishop of
SSC. Sundays: Said Mass 9am, Solemn Mass (Traditional LanCHESTERFIELD St Paul, Hasland, Derbyshire Sunday: Sung
guage) 10.30am, Evening Service 6pm; easy access and loop. Tel: Mass 9.45am (Family Mass 1st Sunday), Evening Prayer 3.30pm. Richborough. Sunday Sung Mass at 10am. Solemn Evensong and
Benediction at 6.30pm (4th Sunday). Traditional rite and cere01253 351484 www.ststephenblackpool.co.uk
Masses: Tues 7.15pm (Benediction last Tues of month), Sat
monial sung to Merbecke. Contact Fr Benjamin Weitzmann
8.30am. St James, Temple Normanton, Chesterfield, DerBOSTON LINCOLNSHIRE St Nicholas, Skirbeck Boston’s byshire Sunday: Parish Mass 11.30am, Thur: Mass 7.15pm.
01442 247503.
oldest Parish Church. A Society and Forward in Faith Parish under Churchwardens 01246855245. 0124685552
HEMPTON Holy Trinity (near Fakenham, Norfolk). A Society
the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Richborough. Sunday. Low
Mass 8am (1st and 3rd), Sung Mass 9.30am. Daily Mass, oﬃces, CHOPwELL Saint John the Evangelist NE17 7AN A Society Parish. The Church on the Green. Visit us on the way to Walsingham. Mass on Sundays and Wednesdays at 10am. Linked to the
benediction and confessions as displayed on notice boards. Rec- Parish ABC. Sunday - Sung Mass 10am. Daily Oﬃce & Mass as
Shrine of OLW. Contact Fr.John Burgess on 01 328 863410
tor: Fr Paul Noble SSC 01205 362734
displayed. Parish Priest: Fr Paul R Murray SSC 01207 561248

afpear2@gmail.com

BOURNEMOUTH St Katharine, Church Road, Southbourne,
BH6 4AS.Resolutions passed under the House of Bishops Declaration.. Sung Mass at 1030am on Sunday. Said Mass every
Wednesday at 10am. Parish Priest: Fr Kevin Cable Obl.OSB,
(FiF/Society Priest). fr.kevin@btopenworld.com or Tel: 01202
460005
BOwBURN, Durham Christ the King, DH6 5DS; A
parish of the Society, under the care of the Bishop of Beverley.
Durham City's 'Forward in Faith' parish. Sunday: 11am Sung
Mass and Sunday School; Weekday Mass: Wed 9.30am, Fri
6.30pm; Evening Prayer and Benediction 5.30pm last Saturday of
month; Parish Priest: Fr John Livesley SSC 01388 814817
BRADFORD St Chad, Toller Lane (B6144, 1 mile from city
centre). Society Parish. Sunday services: Solemn Mass 10.45am,
Evensong 6.30pm. Weekday Mass Wednesday 7.30pm. English
Missal/BCP. For all other services and information during the Interregnum please see our website
BRIGHTON wAGNER GROUP The Annunciation
(11am) Parish Oﬃce 01273 681341. St Barthlomew’s (11am)
Parish Oﬃce 01273 620491. St Martin’s (10am) Fr Trevor Buxton 01273 604687. St Michael’s (10.30am) Fr.Robert Norbury
01 273 727362. St Paul’s (11am) Fr.Robert Norbury 01 273
727362. (Sunday Principal Mass times in brackets.)
BRISTOL Ebbsfleet parishes All Hallows, Easton BS5
0HH. Holy Nativity, Knowle BS4 2AG. Sunday Mass 10:00 a.m.
(both Churches), Evensong 1st Sunday of month 6 o'clock (All
Hallows), Weekday masses: Tuesday 7:15 p.m & Wednesday
10:30 a.m.(All Hallows), Friday 10:30 a.m. (Holy Nativity). Contacts:Fr Jones Mutemwakwenda 01179551804, www.allhallowseaston.org Father Steven Hawkins SSC. 07834 462 054
fr.stevenhawkins@googlemail.com www.holynativity.org.uk

BROMLEY St George's Church, Bickley Sunday - 8.00am
Low Mass, 10.30am Sung Mass. Daily Mass - Tuesday 9.30am,
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DEVIZES St Peter’s, Bath Road, Devizes,Wiltshire Society of
St.Wilfrid and St.Hilda parish under the episcopal care of the
Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday: 8am BCP Low Mass; 10am Sung
Mass. Wednesdays - 7pm Low Mass. On major festivals & Saints'
Days - times vary. Contact Fr. Vincent Perricone 01380 501481
DONCASTER St Wilfrid’s, Cantley DN4 6QR A beautiful and
historically significant church with much Comper restoration. A
Society Parish under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverley.
Modern catholic worship with a friendly atmosphere. Sunday:
8am Mass and 10am Parish Mass. Wednesday: 9.30am Mass (followed by coﬀee morning). Friday: 8pm Mass. Saturday 9.30am
Mass. Visitors very welcome. Contact: Fr. Andrew Howard ssc.
(01302) 285316, mob. 0774 0932758

LIVERPOOL St Agnes and St Pancras, Toxteth Park (FiF
under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverley) Sunday:
Parish Mass 10am; Evensong and Benediction 6.30pm. Daily
Mass. Sunday School. Glorious J L Pearson Church, with modern
catholic worship, good music and friendly atmosphere. Contact:
0151 733 1742 www.stagnes.org.uk
LONDON E1w St Peter’s, London Docks A registered parish
of the Society of S. Wilfred & S. Hilda. Sunday 8am Mass. 10am
Solemn Mass Daily Mass and Oﬃces. Contact: Fr.Robert Ladds,
0207 488 3864, or 0753 028 5389. E-mail:episcopus70@
gmail.com, www.stpeterslondondocks.org.uk

LONDON EC3 St Magnus the Martyr, LowerThames Street
(nearestTube: Monument or Bank) A Society Parish Under the Episcopal Care of the Bishop of Fulham. Mass: Sunday 11am, refreshDONCASTER Benefice of Edlington S John the Baptist ments following, Tues, Wed, Thur and Fri 12.30. Visitors very
welcome. www.stmagnusmartyr.org.uk Fr Philip Warner recwith Hexthorpe S Jude, Sung Mass Sundays 9.00am
Edlington and 11.00am Hexthorpe, 7pm on Weekday Solem- tor@ stmagnusmartyr.org.uk
nities, Confessions Edlington 6.45pm Wed and Hexthorpe
LONDON HA1 St George, Headstone, Harrow HA1 4RJ A For7.30pm Fri or by appointment. Normal Weekday Masses: Tues ward in Faith parish in the episcopal care of Bishop Robert Ladds.
Edlington 9.30am, Wed Hexthorpe 9.30am, Thurs Edlington
Prayer Book Catholic, professional/scholarship choir, historic
7pm, Fri Hexthorpe 7pm. Divine Oﬃce recited each day
organ, furnishings by Martin Travers and Faith Craft. Mass (1549):
(7.30am and 6.30pm Edlington) (8am and 5pm Hexthorpe). Sunday 11am; Wednesday 9.30am. Fr. Stephen Keeble 020 8427
Other occasions see noticeboards.
1253. www.stgeorgeheadstone.org.uk
Contact: Fr Stephen Edmonds SSC - 01709858358 fr.s.edLONDON N21 Holy Trinity, Winchmore Hill. A modern
monds@gmail.com
catholic parish under the Bishop of Fulham. Every Sunday: Said
EASTBOURNE St Saviour’s A Society Parish. Sunday: Low Mass 9.00am and Sung Mass10.30am with Junior Church. WeekMass 8am, Solemn Mass10.30am. Daily Mass and Oﬃce. Details days: Tues to Fri 12 noon Angelus and Mass. Saturday Mass
and information during Interregnum contact John Vernon,
10am. For the Sacrament of Reconcilliation and other enquires
Churchwarden. www.stsaviourseastbourne.org.uk
contact Fr Richard Bolton at rdeb2010@btinternet.com or
ELLAND All Saints, Charles Street, HX5 0LA A Parish of the Soci- phone 0208 364 1583
ety under the care of the Bishop of Wakefield. Sunday Mass
9.30am, Rosary/Benediction usually last Sunday, 5pm. Mass
Continued on page 37
Tuesday, Friday & Saturday, 9.30am. Canon David Burrows SSC,
fatherahoward@gmail.com
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Forward with Faith and Freedom
Lead
Story

Philip Barnes reflects on the onward journey

O

ne of the games we sometimes like to play is ‘what
Part of what we celebrate today is the sheer faithfulness
might have happened.’ It’s a game you can play his- of God in the journey upon which we have set out. For if we
torically—‘What might have happened if this par- found ourselves uncomfortably navigating a new way of life
ticular monarch had survived a bit longer, or if that general within the Church of England we have also known ourselves
had used a different tactic?’ It’s also a game you can play per- living by the action of the faithful God who in the power of
sonally: ‘What might have hapthe Holy Spirit is with us and bepened if you and I hadn’t gone to
If we found ourselves uncomfortably fore us. We have known God’s
the same school; might we never
faithfulness in his gift to us of men
have met? What if I hadn’t gone navigating a new way of life within the and women who have helped creto take that particular job?’ And Church of England we have also known ate those structures for us to flourI dare say that as we look back
ish in the Church of England. We
ourselves living by the action of the have known God’s faithfulness in
over 25 years of Forward in Faith
faithful God.
it’s the kind of game that we could
grace-filled conversations with
play over life in the Church of
those with whom we disagree yet
England too: ‘What if that particular synod debate had gone who we recognize as sisters and brothers who are responding
in a different direction, or if we’d carried more support from to him too. We have known God’s faithfulness in the discithat group?’
plined rounds of prayer and holiness which is the hallmark of
One of the things this sort of speculation does is to remind Anglo-Catholic life, and the encounter with him in the Word
us that events unfold not as a series of foregone conclusions, and the Sacrament. We have known God’s faithfulness in the
but that there are all sorts of unexpected and diverse factors service of our parishes to some of the most poor and needy
that make things go this way rather than that. And that’s how communities in our land, and in the call and response from
it’s always been for God’s people.
many to vocations to the priesthood and ministries in the
The scriptures record how people respond to the God church.
who is always patiently trying to make his purposes clear to
In these and countless other ways we’ve relied on that
them. At times they ‘get it’ and that purpose is fulfilled and truth that St Paul celebrated in the letter to the Thessalonians:
lived out, but in the mix there’s also human self-will, bewil- that we are held in existence and maintained in truth not
derment and misunderstanding, and above all the sense that merely by our own will and effort, but because of God’s promGod’s people are not to get too settled.
ise. In Jesus, God has shown his faithfulness to the whole of
Abraham is uprooted from his own home and sent on a creation, and he has given us the Holy Spirit to give us the gifts
long and complicated journey somewhere else. It turns out we need to respond to his faithfulness to us with our own joythat his future is not to be the settled existence that he might filled commitment to him. Jesus says to each of of us, today,
have expected, but instead he’s called to live out of a future here and now: ‘I am yours, I give myself to you.’ We can receive
that he cannot yet see; one of the first experiences of our an- him and in our turn respond: ‘I am yours.’ In the changes and
cestors is of exile, stepping beyond the familiar into uncharted chances of our journey together this is the one secure constant,
territory. That’s why Abraham can stand as a role model for the one thing that can never and will never change.
us. 25 years ago, the familiar territory of the Church of EngAnd so, when we hear him speak of himself filled with the
land shifted for many of us: how we understood ourselves as a Holy Spirit we know that the same Spirit which came upon
church, how we related to the larger Body of Christ and how him and anointed him is the same Spirit which came upon us
we found authority for the ground on
and anointed us at our baptisms and
Anglo-Catholics have always
which we stood were shaken and we
confirmations. In a reflection on one of
found ourselves in a strange land. But had an expansive vision, vision the psalms, St Augustine writes about
alongside the call to live out of the futhis anointing and says ‘we are the Body
ture, Abraham knows that the one fac- which proclaims ‘there is more of Christ because we are all anointed
tor that never changes is God. If God
and in him are “christs”, that is “anointed
than this’.
has called him from Mesopotamia,
ones” .’ And why are we anointed? So
then he’s also waiting for him in the unfamiliar hills of Pales- that we can be bearers of hope. ‘The Spirit of the Lord is upon
tine to meet him there. As that story of disruption and exile us, because he has anointed us to preach good news to the poor.
unfolds through the pages of Scripture it is God’s presence He has sent us to proclaim release to the captives and recovery
with his people that is the one secure constant until at last— of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free and to proin the light of the birth, life, passion, resurrection and glorifi- claim the year of the Lord’s favour.’
cation of Jesus Christ—St Paul can confidently proclaim ‘the
So as those going forward in faith, those who are living out
God who calls you is faithful.’
of the future, how will we live out this call for which we are
4 ■ newdirections ■ February 2018

16 candidates were confirmed at St Nicholas, Plumstead

anointed? We are to preach and proclaim, to be those who rents of grace. It’s the liberation from the constant need, in
speak of the God who is love. Over the last few years our at- Church and society, for reinvention (which is not the same as
tention has been rightly drawn to the nature of Catholic mis- renewal) and speculation (which is not the same as seeking).
sion, of the distinctive witness we make in the world. Our It’s the freedom to be held by something that is deep and lastproclaiming is rooted in our understanding of the Church as ing.
the divine institution that continues the incarnate presence of
We are anointed to give vision. Jesus proclaims recovery
Christ. It is empowered through sacramental worship in which of sight to be blind, and we exist to be a corrective lens through
we encounter the living God and through which we are trans- which to view the church and the world. Anglo-Catholics have
formed for holiness. It is lived in the communities in whose always had an expansive vision, vision which proclaims ‘there
lives we share with our commitment to hospitality, mutual is more than this.’ That’s true in our understanding of a sacralove, togetherness, and our service of the common good—and mental life which views the material world as capable of conparticularly the poor and vulnerable. It accompanies pilgrims veying more than we could have imagined—we come away
in the way of faith as we make that lifelong journey of contin- with a vision of life enlarged, recognising there’s more about
ued conversion and renewal with all those whom the Lord is us and the world than we could have first thought. And that’s
drawing to himself.
true, also, of our understanding of the Church which pushes
We are anointed to witness to freedom—release for cap- our vision outwards beyond the local and national institutional
tives and freedom for the oplife of the Church of England to recpressed. What is this freedom to
ognize our connection and responGod wants us to be free not by
which we witness? In a culture that
sibilities to the Church Catholic, the
letting us pick our own reality, but wider Christian family of east and
views the Church (and a Church of
England where many see us) as
west.
in the discovery that we are held
those who are intolerant, prejuGive thanks today for our
by strong currents of grace.
diced and unable to think for ourjourney, with all its twists and turns,
selves, what right have we to speak
and for God’s faithfulness within it.
of being free? Earlier in the summer I was watching my godson Give thanks that his faithfulness creates the space for our own
learn how to swim. At first as he dived into the pool there was response, and give thanks for our anointing for the task to
a lot of thrashing about and a sense of panic. But then he learnt which we’re called, as we grow up in all things in Christ by his
to be held by the water, to enjoy its flow, to delight in the cur- amazing grace and his transforming love. ND
rent. That’s a bit what real freedom is like, a freedom to find
strength and joy in what’s actually there. God wants us to be Philip Barnes is Parish Priest of St Stephen’s, Gloucester Road. This
free not by letting us pick our own reality (‘this is my truth so homily was preached at the Forward in Faith National Assembly
it’s fine’) but in the discovery that we are held by strong cur- 2017.
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The Five Guiding Principles:
A Conversation
Two archdeacons work together in a unique arrangement

A

s Archdeacon for the Two Cities and Archdeacon of
London respectively, Rosemary Lain-Priestley and
Luke Miller serve the parishes of the Two Cities
Episcopal Area of the Diocese of London as one archdeaconry
with two archdeacons. They differ both in their stance on the
ordination of women and in wider church tradition, but attempt to live out the Five Guiding Principles in their work. In
October 2017 they held a public conversation at an open
meeting of the deanery synod of the City of London Deanery.
RLP: One of the reasons why it works is that there’s never been
an elephant in the room: we have always been completely honest with one another that we disagree on many things.
LJM: Yes, having said separately to each of us that he wanted
to set up an arrangement to try to model something for the
church locally and nationally, Richard Chartres introduced us
to one another at a dinner, of all things for the Lutheran
Bishop of Berlin. I think we both worked out why we had been
placed together!
RLP: We found we got on fine personally, and that is important as we need mutual respect, and have a good working relationship. But we certainly disagree about things!
LJM: A lot of the time we’ve been able just to ‘know’ where
difficulties are likely to be, but we have also carved out time
to keep things explicit. Sometimes we just need to go and have
a coffee, because we need to avoid coming to the ‘crunch’ by
talking about things when they are only at ‘the pinch.’
RLP: Yes, both between ourselves and with others we have had
to be clear about what is and is not okay for each of us. For instance that you can be ‘in the room’ and even preach when I
celebrate and that you don’t have a problem with me preaching
when you are saying mass. And we went together to the Archbishops’ Appointments Advisers in the context of the Vacancy
in See and did our disagreeing about our hopes and fears for
the new Bishop of London in front of each other.
LJM: I think in all this what we try to find is a model in which
both of us do everything that we can do without crossing red
lines, which may be ours, or other peoples’! So I present candidates at ordinations of deacons and priests whichever their
sex (recognising that you might say ‘whatever their gender’)
and we do not separate out the men and women amongst the
ordination candidates when we meet with them formally.
RLP: Nor have we separated out our engagement with
parishes: I’ve done triennial visitations in both conservative
evangelical and traditional catholic parishes and presented
candidates for ordination to the priesthood in a traditional
catholic parish, and you’ve inducted and licensed women in
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parishes, exercising the juridical role of the archdeacon even
while keeping a sacramental boundary.
LJM: I think we have occasionally surprised people around us,
and not only those who have made assumptions about what
we will do. It seems both of us have found that our ‘constituencies’ have sometimes been not a little shocked by what we’ve
done. And sometimes we’ve forgotten, because it has started
to become easy for us, that it can be difficult for others.
RLP: Yes, we made a mistake when we failed in our first year
to articulate clearly that when we admitted the churchwardens (which we do in three Eucharists in different parts of the
archdeaconry) we would take it in turns to celebrate, and
preach when the other was presiding. We didn’t say who was
doing what at which service, and this caused considerable difficulty for some traditionalists at one of the services who assumed that you were going to be celebrating.
LJM: That has taught us that we need to be as explicit with
others as we have attempted to be with ourselves.
RLP: It helps that we’re in the same place on some things: we
both recognise this is the reality of the CofE now—the debate
is over, and we are trying to ‘win the peace’ not to continue to
fight the war. We both recognise that each of us in some way
ministers grace, and that we’re not saying, ‘you are wrong with
a capital R and I want you out.’ So I cannot, and do not, hope
that traditionalist catholics and conservative evangelicals will
die out
LJM: And I recognise that institutionally women are priests
and bishops (and archdeacons!) It also helps that were both
liturgically flexible and able to function in many different environments, but that is true of any member of any senior staff !
RLP: I found this passage in the Independent Reviewer’s report on the Sheffield appointment very helpful. ‘At heart, the
Five Guiding Principles are about relationship, about how relationships (and with and through them mutual trust) can be
sustained in the face of fundamental differences of theological
understanding on the issue of women’s ordination. What
would mutual flourishing look like—for me, for you, and for
the Church—and what do I need to do to ensure it is
achieved?’
RLP & LJM We hope that we are doing something that will
ensure that mutual flourishing is achieved by trying, explicitly
and deliberately, to flourish together. ND
The Venerable Rosemary Lain-Priestley is Archdeacon for the Two
Cities and the Venerable Luke Miller is Archdeacon of London.

National Assembly 2017
3 Offering Excellence in Worship
We will:
a) Encourage every local Church to assess its worshipping
and devotional life
b) Develop those who have a ministry as preachers
c) Celebrate the beauty of holiness through music, art and
sacred space

T

he following motion, moved by Fr Damian Feeney
SSC and seconded by the Bishop of Wakefield
(Chairman of Forward in Faith), was passed unanimously by the Assembly:
‘That this Assembly adopt the document ‘Forming Missionary Disciples’ as the mission strategy of Forward in
Faith.’
FORMING MISSIONARY DISCIPLES
A Mission Strategy for The Society

Led by the Holy Spirit and formed by the scriptures and the sacraments, our task as Catholic
Anglicans is to draw all people to new life in Christ who is the
Living Bread. Strongly committed to working with and within
the Church of England, the Bishops, Priests and Parishes of
the Society of St Wilfrid and St Hilda dedicate themselves
afresh to the mission of God’s Church and in particular we will
prioritise:
1 Forming God’s People
We will:
a) Form all the baptised as missionary
disciples through worship, prayer, the
study of Scripture and pilgrimage
b) Set laypeople free for witness and
service in the world and the church
and seek the renewal of the Religious
Life
c) Draw people from BAME backgrounds into leadership roles
d) Produce new catechetical materials
and a rule of life
2 Nurturing Young Disciples
We will:
a) Call and train paid and volunteer
youth and children’s leaders
b) Better equip parishes for ministry to
schools
c) Teach the faith more effectively to the
young through special services, events,
pilgrimages and written materials
d) Give young people a voice in the life of
the Church and nurture them as leaders

4 Celebrating Sacramental Priesthood
We will:
a) Build confidence in the identity of the Church and the
nature of priesthood
b) Take active steps to foster priestly vocations
c) Use teaching days, conferences and learning communities
to encourage lifelong priestly formation
5 Being Intentional in Evangelism
We will:
a) Support every parish in planning for growth
b) Create in every local church a culture of invitation and
warm hospitality
c) Encourage evangelistic and teaching events
d) Plant new Eucharistic communities
6 Serving the Common Good
We will:
a) Be a prophetic voice for the poor and vulnerable
b) Re-commit ourselves to service and proclamation in the
most deprived parts of the country
c) Protect the integrity of creation
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Charles I, King and Martyr
Michael Fisher reflects on parallels between the times of Charles I and Elizabeth II
‘O holy king, whose severed head
The martyr’s crown doth ray,
With tears for every blood-drop shed,
Saint Charles for England pray.’

bears those invisible but indelible marks that were traced upon
her in holy oil by the Archbishop of Canterbury at her coronation. She may recall too the words spoken by the archbishop:
‘And as Solomon was anointed king by Zadok the priest
30 January is the anniversary of the beheading of King Charles and Nathan the prophet, so be you anointed, blessed and
I, the first and only saint to have been formally canonised by consecrated Queen over the peoples whom the Lord your God
the post-Reformation Church of England and designated as a hath given you to rule and govern.’ Note the use of the word
martyr. Although history books generally refer to the event as ‘consecrated’ and the reference to the divine authority for
an ‘execution’, this is incorrect. ‘Execution’ means the imple- kingship. It takes us back well beyond the thousand years or
mentation of a sentence passed by a legally-constituted court so of the English monarchy to the Old Testament origins of
of law following a fair trial, but the
what is called ‘sacral kingship.’ It is
king’s trial and sentencing were unreinforced by other rituals within
where do the boundaries lie
dertaken by an ad hoc commisthe coronation rite, based on the
between what belongs to Caesar
sion—what we might now call a
fourteenth-century Liber Regalis
‘kangaroo court’—and the verdict
and even more ancient sources. Noand what belongs to God?
was in any case a foregone conclutable among these is the investiture
sion. It was nothing less than judicial murder. So, following the of the monarch, after the anointing, in robes of a sacerdotal
restoration of the monarchy, a commemoration of the marty- nature such as the supertunica, armilla and pallium regale which
red Charles was annexed to the 1662 Book of Common Prayer, are recognisably dalmatic, stole and cope.
to be used annually on 30January and including proper Epistle
The sacral aspects of the coronation rite inevitably raise the
and Gospel and a Collect in which those responsible for the question of church-state relations: who holds supreme authoking’s death are accounted as ‘murderers’. Originally designated rity on earth, and where do the boundaries lie between what
a fast rather than a feast, it was intended as occasion for cor- belongs to Caesar and what belongs to God? In some respects
porate reflection and penitence for the crime of regicide which there was nothing new about the dispute between King Henry
had tainted the whole nation. It remained in place until 1859 VIII and Pope Clement VII, for kings and popes had fallen out
when it was removed from the Prayer Book, but in 1894 the many times before. What made this one different is that the
Society of King Charles the Martyr was founded with the ex- breach was permanent, with the substitution of King for Pope
press purpose of offering ‘intercessory prayer for the defence as ‘Supreme Head’ of the Church of England. Though Elizaof the Church of England against the attacks of her enemies.’ beth I equivocally and diplomatically styled herself as ‘SuWith its aims now more broadly based, the society still exists, preme Governor’, it meant much the same in practice. Cut off
and every January there is a commemoration outside the Ban- from Rome, and distanced from continental Protestantism by
queting House in Whitehall where the scaffold was erected in its conservative liturgy and its threefold order of bishop, priest
1649.
and deacon, the Church of England gradually established a
new identity as both catholic and reformed, standing in conti‘Not all the water in the rough rude sea
nuity with the medieval church and with the even older British
Can wash the balm from an anointed king;
church served by saints such as Aidan, Chad and Columba beThe breath of worldly men cannot depose
fore the arrival of St Augustine in 597. In the reign of Charles
The deputy elected by the Lord.’
I this identity was reinforced by the theological and liturgical
scholarship of the so-called ‘Caroline Divines’, such as Lancelot
These words were put into the mouth of the last English king Andrewes, Jeremy Taylor and archbishop William Laud, and
to have been deposed and murdered, namely Richard II, in by a new flowering within the church of music and the visual
Shakespeare’s eponymous tragedy published five years before arts, all with the active support of the king—a subject surveyed
Charles I was born. They serve as a reminder of the indelible in some detail by Graham Parry in Glory, Laud and Honour;
nature of Christian kingship and
the Arts of the Anglican Counterof the authority that comes not
Reformation. This naturally disDare one hope that before the next
from the rough-and-tumble of
pleased the Puritans who sought
party politics, but from God’s coronation this anachronism might be to push the Anglican church in a
choice, confirmed sacramentally replaced by a declaration of fidelity to radically Protestant direction, to
by holy anointing. So as, on 6 Fepurge the Prayer Book and the
bruary 2018, our Sovereign Lady the Anglican Church as part of the One, churches of any remnants of ‘popery’ and to abolish episcopacy.
Queen Elizabeth enters the sixtyHoly, Catholic and Apostolic Church?
Bound up with political issues,
seventh year of her reign, she
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and King Charles’ passionate belief in rule by Divine Right, it Armada of 1714, both of which succeeded in placing foreign
was a major factor in the Civil War. Had Charles been prepa- kings on the English throne: first the Dutchman William III,
red to accept Presbyterianism and a new—Protestant—Direc- and later the German George I who spoke not a word of Entory of Public Worship in place
glish. Neither understood what
of the Prayer Book, he might
the Church of England was all
Subversive forces pose as big a
well have kept his throne and his
about, nor did they appear to care
head, but he stood firm and paid challenge to Anglican identity today as very much, but they were Protesthe price. After the Restoration
a Calvinist and
ever they did in the reign of Charles I. tants—William
of 1660, several new churches
George a Lutheran—and this is
were dedicated under his patrowhat mattered most to the cabal
nage; indeed, even during Cromwell’s rule the Countess of De- of Whig politicians who dominated the government of Envonshire built the church of Charles, King and Martyr, in the gland for much of the eighteenth century. In 1688 the word
Derbyshire village of Peak Forest as an act of defiance.
‘Protestant’, which occurs nowhere in the Book of Common
Popular histories make much of the year 1588: the defeat Prayer or in any of the other historic formularies of the
of the Spanish Armada and with it the threat of domination Church of England, was inserted into the Coronation Oath,
by a foreign power. They have comparatively little to say about where it still remains. Dare one hope that before the next cothe Dutch Armada of exactly a century later, or the German ronation this anachronism might be replaced by a declaration—similar to that required of clergy before taking
office—of fidelity to the Anglican Church and its formularies,
as part of the One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic Church?
During the Whig supremacy of the eighteenth century the
Church of England fell into a steady decline, its buildings often
neglected, the rubrics and liturgical directions of the Prayer
Book largely ignored, and the appointment of its bishops governed principally by their political allegiance. It was this state
of affairs which led to John Keble’s cry of ‘National Apostasy’
from the pulpit of St Mary’s, Oxford, on 14 July 1833, and all
that subsequently flowed from it in terms of revival and renewal. The Oxford Tractarians drew much from the definitive
writings of the ‘Caroline Divines’, emphasising the sanctity of
the church, its sacraments, and its holy orders; its continuity
with the medieval English church, and its status as the via
media—neither Roman nor Protestant, but Catholic and Reformed.
Our present sovereign’s deeply-held Christian faith and
her devotion to the church are well known, but the royal prerogative, in both civil and ecclesiastical matters, is exercised on
her behalf by ministers of the Crown who are in turn accountable to a Parliament that is no longer exclusively Christian,
let alone Anglican. There are some warning signs. One of these
is the possibility of Parliament using its legislative power to
force the church to trim its sails to the prevailing secular wind.
Such a situation almost became a reality in 2012 when, outraged by the failure of General Synod to approve the women bishops’ measure at first attempt, David Cameron’s government
seriously considered using Parliamentary procedures to override the freedom of the church in matters of faith and order.
What next, I wonder? Meanwhile, issues such as lay presidency at the Eucharist, Holy Communion for the uninitiated
(already a reality in Wales), the seal of the confessional, clerical
vesture, and the Sheffield affair, reveal that subversive forces
pose as big a challenge to Anglican identity today as ever they
did in the reign of Charles I.
‘For England’s Church, for England’s realm
(once thine in earthly sway),
Lest storms our Ark should overwhelm,
Saint Charles, for England pray.’ ND
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A Nation Once Again!
J. Alan Smith considers the essence of Brexit

N

ow that Parliament has agreed that the Govern- to power.
ment may negotiate the United Kingdom’s deparLeaving the EU does not mean that the UK is leaving Euture from the European Union, discussion on the rope: in the Middle Ages, England and Wales, Scotland, and
subject is concentrating on the degrees of hardness that Brexit Ireland were part of Christendom without being part of the
should take. I think we should step back from the detail and Holy Roman Empire. There is no need for us to have bad redefine the essence of Brexit, for which I offer the following, in lations with those states that remain within the EU, but that
the language of The Book of Common Prayer: ‘The Queen in depends, in part, on those states realizing that their interests
Parliament has the chief power in the United Kingdom and is are not necessarily the same as those of the great wen of Brusnot, nor ought to be, subject to any foreign jurisdiction.’
sels. In particular, there is no reason for us not to continue to
Should the solution agreed with the EU leave the UK under maintain armed forces on the continent of Europe for the dethe jurisdiction of any European
fence of those states and ourThe
Queen
in
Parliament
has
the
chief
court or under rules that give the
selves. However, should Brussels
EU the power to decide unilaterseek
to impose severe financial
power in the United Kingdom and is
ally the terms of future transacpenalties on the UK for daring to
not, nor ought to be, subject to any
tions between us, then the
leave the EU it may be necessary
government will have violated
for us to reappraise this position.
foreign jurisdiction.
the referendum decision. Any fuIn addition, should the EU proture agreement between the UK and the EU or its constituent ceed with the project of a ‘European Army’ in such a way that
states should be on the basis of two, or more, sovereign states it makes cooperation with NATO impossible, that, too, would
freely agreeing one or more joint actions. The UK would then raise the question of continued British forces on the continent
be free to negotiate treaties with other states throughout the as well as those of the USA.
world, taking care to ensure that we protect our essential inThe principle objection to the EU is that it is a project
dustries against hostile trade policies.
ploughing on towards a ‘United States of Europe’ regardless of

The withdrawal of the UK from the jurisdiction of the var- circumstances or the wishes of the inhabitants of its member
ious European courts is necessary but not sufficient for our states. Europe is not eighteenth century America; the original
freedom. In my opinion it is also necessary to abolish our own thirteen states of the USA spoke the same language and joined
Supreme Court and transfer its powers back to the House of together in a successful revolt against the same mother counLords, reinstating the post of Lord Chancellor to the powers try. What worked there and then may not work here and now.
it held before Tony Blair’s ill-fated attempt to abolish it. That
Was there an alternative to the EU and would it still be poswas one of the lighter moments in political life this century, sible? Certainly there was significant support in the UK for
when Mr Blair announced the abolition of the post of Lord the Gaullist idea of l’Europe des patries, a ‘Europe of nations’.
Chancellor and was then advised that it could not be done be- This would operate like the Commonwealth, with the nations
cause certain actions had to be performed by the holder of that of Europe cooperating on a variety of projects with a minimal
post. He quickly backtracked and
secretariat to coordinate activities,
now we have the post of ‘Lord
unlike the vast army employed in
Chancellor and Secretary of State Leaving the EU does not mean that Brussels. Whatever happens to Eufor Justice.’ I do not wish to belittle
rope, we should maintain the idea
the UK is leaving Europe.
any of the holders of this post, but
of l’Europe des patries as a hope for
the position is listed seventh in the
the future.
list of members of the Cabinet and may be held by politicians
The chaotic appearance of the present negotiations over
with ambitions to hold higher office. This contrasts with the Brexit may tempt us traditionalists to remain where we are.
previous post of Lord Chancellor held by a politician with no The drawback to this view is that ‘where we are’ is on a moving
further political ambitions, who was a lawyer respected by the train, and only the Illuminati know the destination. ND
profession and who was therefore in a position to speak truth
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Letter to the Editor
From Fr Peter Mullen
Sir
It was encouraging to read Stephen Wilson’s penetrating criticisms of those extreme monists who claim that there is only
matter and that supposedly mental or spiritual properties and
events are “really” material. This dogma fails because it cannot
account for the whole of human experience: love is not material, nor is envy, nor the chord of C-major, nor the act of choosing. It is, for instance, nonsense to speak of genes making
choices. And it is a particular kind of nonsense defined by
Gilbert Ryle as a category mistake - as if when it is announced
that the old lady arrived in a bath-chair and a flood of tears,
the chair was actually being borne along in a physical flood.
Wilson alludes to David Hume’s notion that what we call
“I” is an illusion, that personal identity is a fiction and there is
only a relentless and elusive series of impressions and ideas.
Hume may have believed that briefly when he was sitting
down in his study writing a philosophical treatise; but, when
he accepted Dr Johnson’s invitation to call round for a drink,
he certainly accepted the invitation on behalf of the real person Davy Hume - and not on behalf of a bundle of ideas and
impressions. Moreover, materialistic dogma rapidly develops
into the determinism which denies the freedom of the will.
The Gospels tell us that Jesus was ‘driven by the Spirit’ into the wilderness
to encounter the enemy in his time of
trial. As we begin the season of Lent we
do well to remember that, unless the
Spirit provokes, prevents and goes before us in our Lenten devotions and
disciplines, it will prove to be fruitless
and frustrating.
‘Spiritual discipline’ is exactly that—
to be under the teaching and guidance
of the Spirit. Paul writes to the Galatians: ‘[I]f the spirit is the source of our
life, let the spirit also direct our
course.’ The Spirit may indeed fall in
line with ‘what I have always done.’
The Spirit may well have led the vicar
to set up a particular Lenten study series, but that is nor the same as inviting the Holy Spirit to lead you in your
own personal journey through Lent.
It is true that the Holy Spirit—being
the comforter and bringer of grace—
can graciously come alongside us and
make any rough-hewn beginning to
Lent something pleasing to God, but it
would be much better to begin with an
honest and open prayer for discernment as to what to take up, and what
to put down, in Lent. The Holy Spirit
knows the ‘reins of the heart’; it can

(When Hume decided to visit Sam Johnson, his choice was a
real one). For, as R.G. Collingwood wrote, “We know that our
wills are free as soon as we make a choice” or, as Johnson himself said even more pithily, “We know our wills are free, and
there’s an end on’t!”
Of course there is an “I” - and even Immanuel Kant agreed
though, in his circumlocutionary style, he referred to this as
“the thematic unity of apperception.” We all, of ourselves, necessarily presuppose the existence of “I” as the agent of all we
do and experience. What could it possibly mean to deny this?
While it certainly doesn’t do to be a fundamentalist materialist, neither does it do for Catholics to adopt spiritual
monism. Again, it is a category mistake to think that the soul
is “in” the body, for the only thing that can be inside a physical
thing is another physical thing. This doesn’t mean that there
is no such thing as the soul: only, just as the mind is the body
in its intellectual aspect, the soul is the body in its spiritual
mode - the soma-pneumatikon of St Paul.
I am grateful to Stephen Wilson for giving us some philosophical theology in New Directions.

Ghostly
Counsel

Lent a work of heart
Andy Hawes is Warden of
Edenham Regional Retreat House
help us discern God’s call among the
cat’s cradle of motives at work in our
spiritual life. I would advise that the
best way to find the optimum route
through Lent is to prepare to make
confession. Invite the Holy Spirit to aid
you in an examination of conscience
and consciousness and open your
heart and mind to the ghostly counsel
that is part of this healing sacrament.
It is theo-logical that we shall find our
spiritual syllabus for Lent on our
knees.
This highly personal and hidden approach to discerning a Lenten rule
places the emphasis on the right area
of spirituality. There is indeed a place
for learning and deepening knowledge; there is also a place for renewed
and sacrificial giving to those in need
and the mission of the Church. How-

Yours sincerely
Rev’d Dr Peter Mullen
Received by e-mail
ever, no amount of spiritual reading,
and even the most sacrificial giving,
will inevitably lead to spiritual renewal.
we pray on Ash wednesday, ‘make
me a clean heart O Lord, and renew a
right Spirit within me’ Above all else
Lent must be a time for the heart—the
centre of consciousness and being.
Being a work of heart, Lent is a time of
openness and vulnerability to the ‘full
extent of his love’ [John 13]. Lent will
be fruitless if it is not a loving lent.
Lent is exactly the write context to contemplate the teaching of 1 Corinthians
13: ‘I may give,’ ‘I may offer,’ ‘I may
speak,’ ‘I may sacrifice’—but all this
‘without love is nothing.’ ‘Love is my
meaning,’ the Lord said to Julian of
Norwich, and love is certainly the true
meaning of Lent. In his poem ‘Lent,’
George Herbert makes two references
to love—and he shall have the last
words.
‘welcome deare feast of Lent: who
loves not thee, He loves not Temperance, or Authoritie, But is compos’d of
passion.’ And later:
‘The humble soul compos’d of love
and fear begins at home, and layes the
burden there.’
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Giving an Account of the Hope that is
in Us
The Bishop of Ebbsfleet reports on a symposium in Rome on ‘Communion, Catholicity, and a Catholic Life’

W

hen in June a group of us travelled to the Vatican
And there, so far as I am aware, the Church of England’s
we went with hope. I’m not meaning that we explanation to ecumenical partners about its momentous dewent in the hope of gaining anything, except per- cision paused; it remains a task to be done. But by the autumn
haps the sense of blessing that any pilgrims receive when they of 2016 it seemed to some of us that it was a task we might
reach their destination. Rather, we ‘went with hope’ in the help with. We had passed through the transitionary arrangesense of going bearing hope, a hope within us, to which we ments and much good, we thought, could be done by being
wanted to give witness to those we had invited to join us at the willing to take an initiative to give an account of how the hisAnglican Centre in Rome. We went ‘ready to make reply, to toric commitments of Anglican teaching and tradition reexplain the hope’ that is in us, as St Peter has it [1 Peter 3.15]. mained firmly part of its present reality. Given the Society’s
‘Faith,’ says Cardinal Kasper, ‘is not a ready-made answer’ commitments, the ecumenical partner we turned to first was
for humanity’s questions, ‘it is an invitation to risk one’s life for the Roman Catholic Church.
hope’ [The Catholic Church p.59], for something we do not yet
The precise task was to explain the two statements which
see—the coming kingdom of God. So, while the earthly must now be so familiar to you: first, a theological statement
Church cannot in itself be the thing we’re hoping for, it is the of principles—Communion and Catholicity in the CofE—and
God-given sign of it, the instrument and foretaste of it. To em- secondly, a practical statement of policy and pastoral guidbrace the Church in the Apostolic Tradition, to be committed ance—A Catholic Life in the CofE.
to its scriptures and sacraments as undoubted sources of truth
You’ll remember (I hope) that the first explores, from a
and life, is a profound act of hope. It is a passionate witness for theological point of view, what The Society is, how we evaluate
a unity and a reconciliation that is yet to come, which is as yet the communion of the Church of England for all its members,
in the hands of God. The Church is fundamental to that hope. and what as catholic Christians our vocation is within it. A
[See ARCIC II, Salvation and
brief final section looks outthe Church §§29, 31]
And then a lay man, but what a layman! wards (beyond The Society, the
When The Society says it
Church of England and our
wishes to provide ministry, Dr Podmore also brought detachment but, worshipping communities) to
sacraments and oversight in addition, memory of a historical kind. the mind of the universal
which can be received with conChurch and to the wider comfidence it’s not motivated against anyone. It is part of this pos- munity. The second statement looks at how parishes, clergy,
itive decision of hope in the Church, a hope which we believe ordinands and religious people relate to The Society, and at
exists with integrity in our Anglican tradition, and especially some of the difficult issues of policy and practice. It sets out
when it is convergent with all other Christians believing the some rules and some guiding principles.
catholic faith. This was the spirit of our pilgrimage.
The first is theological and irenic, grounded in a scriptural
On 16 July 2014, the Archbishop of Canterbury wrote to and Anglican theological vision, and refined in 50 years of ecthe Church of England’s ecumenical partners to inform them umenical dialogue. The second is firm but flexible. Yes, there
of the General Synod’s decision to proceed to the ordination are some red lines concerning public and private sacramental
of women as bishops. In that letter, he quoted the five guiding practice, but the defining tone is engagement not withdrawal.
principles as the basis on which the bishops had ‘sought to
The group that travelled was deliberately mixed. In addibuild trust across the Church.’ He specifically pointed to the tion to myself, as the ‘shop steward’ of the group, there were
third and fourth principles as ‘ecumenically relevant’: the ones two bishops—Bishop Jonathan Baker and Bishop Norman
that say that the CofE’s decision is ‘set within a process of dis- Banks. Though our current responsibilities are very similar,
cernment within the universal Church,’ and that ‘those unable we brought the diversity of our backgrounds before ordination
to receive the ministry of women bishops or priests remain as bishops. We were joined by two younger priests, again with
within the spectrum of Anglican teaching and tradition—and contrasting expertise: Fr Ian McCormack, who could speak
will be enabled to flourish.’ He noted that ‘some of our Sister to the workings of the new situation on the ground in parish
Churches in communion will share the joy of those in the and diocesan life, and Fr Alexander McGregor, generously on
Church of England, who welcome the development of having loan from the Legal Office, to speak with authority and dewomen in the episcopate. But we are also aware that our other tachment about the legal aspects of the whole package of
ecumenical partners may find this a further difficulty on the measures that make up the 2014 Settlement. And then a layjourney towards full communion. There is, however, much man, but what a layman! Dr Podmore also brought detachthat unites us, and I pray that the bonds of friendship will con- ment but, in addition, memory of a historical kind.
tinue to be strengthened and that our understanding of each
In our minds—not least because the guiding principles afother’s traditions will grow.’
firm the Anglican Communion and our part in it twice—it
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seemed completely natural
to wish to gather our
Roman Catholic colleagues in our Anglican
home in Rome, the Anglican Centre. The then-director of the Centre,
Archbishop
David
Moxon, and his assistant,
Fr Marcus Walker, were
from the outset very receptive to the initiative,
not least because they
knew that it enjoyed the
support and blessing of the
Archbishop of Canterbury
in its genesis, and the advice of the President of the
Pontifical Council for ProSecondly, the framework within which the seminar was
moting Christian Unity in its design. It was an unexpected gift
happening
was well-known: that popes and archbishops have
to all involved when, at the last minute, the new director of
the Centre, former archbishop in Burundi, Bernard Ntahoturi, said a ‘certain yet imperfect’ and ‘real but incomplete’ degree
was also able to accept our invitation to be present. His re- of communion already exists between Anglicans and Roman
sponsibilities as chairman of the Communion’s unity faith and Catholics. It is a mature relationship and an ongoing dialogue,
order commission, as well as his experiences as a senior pri- based on nearly 1500 years of full communion before our sepmate in Africa for many years, brought a very welcome pres- aration. The historic methods, statements and goals of ARCIC
and IARCCUM are ones to which the bishops of The Society
ence into the meeting.
subscribe
and which we wish to strengthen. They shape many
Guided by Cardinal Koch we had issued invitations to
many guests from across the Roman Curia, as well as promi- aspects of our approach to our new situation.
The third comment was on the content of the seminar. A
nent ecumenists in other Roman institutions (and beyond)
great
deal of the material in the presentations would be readily
with expertise in Anglican/Roman Catholic dialogue, and the
local Bishops Conference here in England. Inevitably some recognizable by Roman Catholics, as both authentically and
could not be present but sent the assurance of their prayers, historically Anglican and as belonging to the faith of the uniwhilst others were deputizing for their superiors. The British versal Church. But we did not expect the anomalies of our sitAmbassador to The Holy See was present for the morning, uation to remain uncriticized or unchallenged. We were
and Cardinal Tauran, President of the Pontifical Council for presenting as loyal Anglicans and showing how, as the Bishop
Interreligious Dialogue and a long-time close friend of several of Gloucester likes to put it, ‘we are living the new landscape,’
Anglicans, stayed throughout. A gathering of eighteen peo- but in ways which we hoped were recognizable to fellow
ple—six presenters and twelve invited guests—was one in Catholics.
What we were not in Rome to do was to petition or newhich we could hope for real conversation. Cardinal Koch
gotiate.
We were a group of Church of England bishops achimself and Archbishop Bernard Longley were travelling overcompanied by others, with the
seas and unable to attend, but
blessing of our primate, to explain
took a keen interest in the meetwe are in dialogue, which requires of the Church of England context.
ing. A compilation of the texts has
each of us an engagement with our We were far from suggesting that
since been prepared and circulated to all who were invited or own identity, a regard for our partner’s our situation is anything other
than anomalous. We are indeed
helped in its preparation.
otherness,
and
sincerity
of
expression.
torn
between the ancient comIn my opening comments at
mon doctrine and ecclesiology
the symposium, I tried to orientate our guests to the task we had set ourselves for the day. that for the most part we share with Roman Catholics, and
First, it was to be an exercise not simply in information-shar- the ties that bind us strongly to our fellow Anglicans.
The shape of the morning was very clear. We started quite
ing, but (far more significantly) in good communication. And
oh! How difficult it is to communicate when one really has early, as often happens in the Vatican, and had a clear structure
something important to say! Why was it that we had formed of presentations, punctuated by good Italian coffee and cake,
The Society in the wake of the recent decision to ordain and ending with a late pasta lunch. The first two pieces gave
women to the episcopate? We wanted as loyal Anglicans to essential background, and for that we deployed our profespoint to the deeper communion with fellow catholic Chris- sional historian and our authoritative lawyer. Dr Colin Podmore gave a discerning survey of the historical background to
tians for which we long.
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2014, from 1992 on, and Fr Alexander McGregor gave a de- community engagement, that comes from the more guarantached and objective account of the documents which to- teed future the Declaration gives.
gether make up the 2014 settlement.
At the end of each presentation there was an opportunity
Then we turned to the statements themselves. I took the for questions, where some of the most interesting exchanges
first, the theological statement. I tried to do two things: to were between our Roman Catholic brothers and sisters themshow how The Society was theologically an outworking of the selves. There were also Roman Catholic presentations. Fr Tony
Declaration, able to give expression to full sacramental com- Currer of the Pontifical Council gave a Roman Catholic remunion and able to present ourselves credibly to other catholic sponse to my presentation, and Prof. Dr Annemarie Mayer
Christians. I also tried to push rather deeper into the notion responded to Bishop Jonathan.
of degrees of communion, using the documents of Vatican 2.
At the end, Cardinal Jean-Louis Tauran gave a personal
And I ended with a reflection on the primacy of charity in the reflection: ‘I am representing no one and I have no message to
Christian Church. In a piece entitled ‘An Outward-looking deliver to you, except that of the deep friendship I have enCommunion,’ Fr McCormack underlined The Society’s com- joyed with the Anglican Communion since my youth... Anglimitment both to the universal Church and to the wider com- canism is part of my spiritual baggage.’ He underlined that we
munity where we serve, frequently places of significant are in dialogue, which requires of each of us an engagement
deprivation. There’s nothing uniquely Anglican in that, but with our own identity, a regard for our partner’s otherness, and
they are ways in which the catholic tradition in the Church of sincerity of expression. Thus he encouraged us in a genuine
England has always sought communion beyond its own Anglican vocation to identify and affirm fundamentals, both
boundaries.
catholic and reformed.
After more coffee, Bishop Jonathan took up the second
There were other aspects to our visit, which (each in their
statement, on policy and practice. While remaining fully loyal own way) have suggested an agenda flowing from our visit. We
members of the CofE (sharing in its mission, participating in were at two Masses while we were in Rome and they were
its structures, faithful to its formubeautifully paired. First, Fr Mclaries, and governed by its canons)
Cormack
celebrated for us at the
we certainly felt understood, conwe have been compelled to dealtar in St Gregory’s cell, in the
velop patterns of sacramental life firmed in the rightness of the initiative monastery from which Augustine
which accord with our theological
came to land on Ebbsfleet beach
and in the value of The Society’s
convictions about the ordained
in the shadow of the fort at Richtheological faithfulness to the fruits of borough. And later we attended
ministry, which our Church has
recognized as legitimate and auan early morning Mass celebrated
Anglican-Roman Catholic Dialogue.
thentic. Beginning with the
by Pope Francis. Both experiences
process by which a parish requests the ministry of a bishop encouraged us in taking seriously two things. Firstly, our rewith whom all can be in full communion, Bishop Jonathan sponsibility to intensify our openness and attunement to the
carefully explained a range of concrete situations that the bish- wider Church at a time when so much of the CofE is shortops’ statement sought to provide for, to give both integrity to sightedly focused on the here and now; and secondly, our role
the parishes and clergy entrusted to the oversight of bishops as that part of the CofE that holds its (catholic) tradition and
of The Society and flexibility to affirm and nurture good rela- memory, at a time when the whole is in danger of forgetting
tions with fellow Anglicans of divergent commitments.
it.
The presentations ended with two testimonies as to how
The day after the symposium, we met with officials of the
in practice these considerations are lived out and experienced: Pontifical Council to reflect more on what they had heard and
one an episcopal perspective, given by Bishop Norman, and better understood, what we need to hear as fraternal challenge,
the other a priest’s perspective, given by Fr McCormack. and the ways in which The Society may maintain its voice in
Bishop Norman underlined that, after 20 years of turbulence, dialogue.
the 2014 settlement is in the earliest stage of reception. Most
We certainly felt understood, confirmed in the rightness
diocesan bishops, including the recently ordained women bish- of the initiative and in the value of The Society’s theological
ops, are encouraging and sympathetic, but very few dioceses faithfulness to the fruits of Anglican-Roman Catholic diahave given serious time or resources to discussing the Five logue.
Guiding Principles, a fact that Sir Philip Mawer’s report was
I began by mentioning ‘the hope that is in us,’ a hope for
later to underline. Confidence is gradually but really being re- something we cannot yet see. I called it an act of trust that the
stored, not least among lay people. Everyone is beginning to Church in the Apostolic Tradition is the trustworthy sacraunderstand what it means to be in full communion with the ment of that future unity for which we are agents and procouncil of bishops of The Society, and to take a long view of claimers. It requires an ecumenism that is so much more than
what faithfulness to the received Anglican tradition involves conflict management, or damage limitation, or hanging on to
and demands.
what we’ve got because it is so fragile and vulnerable. Because
Fr McCormack similarly stressed a new and growing co- our hope is the goal—the eucharistic goal—to which God
hesiveness in the catholic movement, a clearer sense of rela- draws the whole world. ND
tionship with the rest of the Church of England, and a sense
of resilience in ministry and mission, and ecumenical and
The Right Reverend Jonathan Goodall is the Bishop of Ebbsfleet
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TFTD
Edward Lewis goes to the BBC

I

t isn’t every day one gets an answer phone message from
the BBC asking you to ring back regarding Thought for
the Day.
I had heard that Baroness Trumpington was to be a guest
editor on the Today programme in Christmas week. Little did
I think that she would ask me to deliver Thought For The Day
(or TFTD as it’s known within the Beeb.) I had met the noble
baroness at a function in Buckingham Palace back in 2013. Fr
Paul Lockett and I had a very fun-filled half hour in her company. We had stayed in touch. There was no possibility of declining this command!

It isn’t every day one gets an an
answer phone message from the BBC
asking you to ring back regarding
Thought for the Day.
Two minutes and 45 seconds of a live but prepared script.
What to say? The theme of saints suggested itself and Bishop
Jonathan Baker threw in some helpful thoughts. The editorial
team at the BBC were on hand and made useful suggestions,
and a week before broadcast it was signed-off by them. I just
had to hope that nothing major happened that meant the
script would have to be hurriedly rewritten!

The early hours of that Friday morning saw a drunk at the
front door wanting to debate the difference between the
Roman and Anglican churches—disturbed sleep on the very
night when it was least needed! Then a major accident meant
that my local station was closed (providentially I had opted
for a taxi to be sure of getting to New Broadcasting House on
time) and I had the beginnings of a chest infection!
Alongside the Today studio is the so called ‘green room,’
where those being interviewed etc. wait.
As the picture shows, it’s just a glass wall away from the actual studio. A lovely lady from GCHQ (on ahead of me) and
I were taken into the studio together and the presenters—
Messrs Humphrys and Webb—made a few welcoming remarks. It was GCHQ and then TFTD!

The GCHQ gang invited me to join them for
tea, which was lovely.
Once delivered it was out of the studio back to the ‘green
room’ to pick up coats and then away.
The GCHQ gang invited me to join them for tea, which
was lovely. To have gone straight home, alone, after that experience would have been flat.
Like so many ND readers, I have grown up with the Today
programme and it was wonderful to see it being broadcast and
of course to have those three minutes to try and share a few
thoughts coming from parish ministry.
Thank you to Baroness Trumpington for the two experiences. I just hope that as she listened (she is now in a care
home) she didn’t give me that famous Churchillian salute she
gave Lord King in the House of Lords, and which has gone viral
on YouTube. ND
Fr Edward Lewis is vicar of St Mary’s, Kenton
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A Tale of Two Reports
William Davage summarises what Mawer and Carlile say about the procedures of the Church of England

T

wo significant reports published last year raise con- could go wrong did go wrong. The bishop’s guilt was assumed
cerns about the governance and procedures in the from the outset. The veracity of what was alleged was accepted
Church of England. Both the report by Sir Philip without serious investigation or enquiry. It failed to follow a
Mawer about the circumstances around the withdrawal of process that was fair and equitable to both sides, and its
Bishop Philip North from his nomination to the See of processes resulted in ‘the knowing and apparently deliberate
Sheffield and the enquiry of Lord Carlile into the handling of destruction of the reputation of the alleged perpetrator.’
the allegations made against Bishop George Bell highlight inYet another report, this one by the retired judge Sir Richard
stitutional inadequacies and procedural errors and a degree of Henriques into Operation Midlands, the investigation into
bureaucratic disarray that need to be addressed.
historical allegations of child abuse alleged against the late Sir
Sir Philip rejected the suggestion that the accommodation Edward Heath and others, was similarly damning in its critireached in General Synod to enable the passage of the measure cism of the police for accepting as credible sole, uncorroboto permit the ordination of women to
rated evidence from an individual.
the episcopate was not a synodical fix,
Perhaps the present procedures One officer stood outside Sir Edbut his description of the events that
ward’s former home and called for
are too rarefied and convoluted other ‘victims’ to come forward. Sir
unfolded after the announcement of
Bishop North’s nomination suggest
Richard said that such language preto be fit for purpose.
that the outcome of the synodical
judges the issue and such people
process and its attempt to outline a way for two integrities mu- should be regarded as complainants rather than described as
tually to flourish did not command universal consent. It may victims until the investigation has concluded. Automatically
have been produced in accordance with the church’s constitu- to ‘believe the victims’ perverted the system of justice and was
tional arrangements and synodical structures, but the debacle ‘fundamentally unfair to those accused, alive or dead.’
that followed undermined those very structures and represenThe church should be as committed as the state and its
tative processes. Sir Philip also finds the Crown Nominations agencies to truth and justice, to innocence until proven guilty.
Commission deficient: in the absence of an ordained woman But we seem to be in the midst of a media and social media
among the diocesan representatives, its voting method, and its frenzy where justice and due process are too swiftly sacrificed
failure to prepare for the reaction to the appointment of a on the altar of expediency. We rush to judgement at our peril.
diocesan bishop who did not ordain women priests (misun- The BBC dropped an Agatha Christie drama from its Christderstanding Bishop North’s position on the matter).
mas schedules because allegations of rape and sexual assault
Sir Philip also points out that the principles are for guid- have been levelled against one of the actors, Ed Westwick. I
ance; they do not have ‘almost totemic significance’ nor are have never heard of him and have no idea whether the allegathey ‘quasi-legalistic.’ He says that the House of Bishops needs tions are true or false, but it seems that an accusation has beto provide greater theological underpinning to the Five Guid- come the verdict without any trial, and in the more egregious
ing Principles (no mean feat) and to consider more fully the cases of Harvey Weinstein and Kevin Spacey there have been
pastoral implications of the settlement. His conclusion is, in no charges or trials. I happened to be at dinner a few months
effect, to go back to 2014 settlement and work it out again. But ago at which one of the guests said that over twenty years ago
might that also necessitate a reconsideration of synodical rep- he had been assaulted by Mr Spacey. If so, that allegation
resentation and a greater degree of diocesan and institutional should be tested by a due and proper, fair and dispassionate
procedural and electoral transparency? Perhaps the present judicial process.
procedures are too rarefied and convoluted to be fit for purThat is why the Archbishop’s response was so disappointpose.
ing. While he accepted Lord Carlile’s criticism of procedures
It was the issue of transparency that caused the Archbishop he said that ‘a significant cloud’ remained over Bell’s name. ‘He
of Canterbury to dissent from one of the conclusions of Lord is accused of great wickedness. Good acts do not diminish evil
Carlile’s enquiry. His conclusion that
ones, nor do evil ones make it right to
Bishop Bell’s reputation was ‘wrongIt seems that an accusation has forget the good.’ In the interests of
fully and unnecessarily damaged’ is
transparency, he is willing to allow
become
the
verdict
without
any
buttressed by an institutional and
anonymity to the accuser and unsubhaphazard procedural failure. The apstantiated accusations but not for the
trial.
proach of the Core Group was ‘inapaccused. In what sense is that just? In
propriate and inadmissible ... wrong in principle,’ its what way does that contribute to the truth? As Charles Moore
membership was inconsistent, not all of whom were fully in- commented, ‘The good that Bell did is transparent, the evil is
formed of the content of a critical psychiatric report. Wit- uncorroborated.’ As another seasoned commentator has writnesses were not sought, evidence was not tested, it did not ten, ‘resignations are not expected.’ ND
consult a criminal barrister, and misapplied a civil standard of
the balance of probabilities. It would seem that anything that
Fr William Davage writes from Hampstead
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what Future for Christians in Politics?
Martin Hislop highlights intolerance in the public sphere

I

baptised one of the sons of the now Baroness Vere of Nor- spread feeling that there was far too much politics in religion.
biton and I have no reason to believe that she has de- A private piety detached from social and political issues had
parted from her affirmation of the credal statements become very fashionable. Sir Winston Churchill famously reduring that service. I was, therefore, somewhat perplexed by marked of his churchmanship and belief that is was ‘not a pilher recent parliamentary answer on hate crimes. Lord Pearson lar of the Church but more of a flying buttress—I support it
of Rannoch, a UKIP peer, asked the government: ‘Will they from the outside.’
confirm unequivocally that a Christian who says that Jesus is
But in recent years there has been a sea change in attitudes
the only son of the one true God cannot
and the accepted place for religion (or at
be arrested for hate crime or any other It is all about protecting the least the Judaeo-Christian traditions) in
offence, however much it may offend a
public life, have been increasingly marreligious
sensibilities
of
anyMuslim or anyone of any other religion?’
ginalized if not denigrated or restricted.
one other than Christians. Writing in the Catholic Herald following
In response to the question, government
whip Baroness Vere of Norbiton said:
Tim Farron’s resignation, Fr Alexander
‘My Lords, I am not going to comment on that last question Lucie-Smith, a doctor of moral theology, argued: ‘At no point
from the noble Lord.’ She added that the legal definition of has Mr Farron acted like a religious fundamentalist, as far as
‘hate crime’ has been the same for the past 10 years.
I can see, and advanced ideas in a way that relies exclusively
I assumed that this response was in part because of the po- on religious revelation. He may have said things in the past
litical establishment’s unwillingness to give any credence to that people like Lord Paddick do not agree with, but why
UKIP. Far more significantly, however, it was because the civil should people expect unanimity on such matters? Do those
service briefings to the noble baroness have a default position who have forced Mr Farron’s resignation wish to see some
that when it comes to hate crimes it is all about protecting the modern version of the Test Act introduced?’ In contrast the
religious sensibilities of anyone other than Christians.
Guardian ran an opinion piece by Peter Ormerod headed ‘Tim
The General Election threw into sharp relief the realities Farron is so wrong—Christianity and progressive politics do
that confront a politician who seeks to be anything more than go together.’ Farron’s error was to fail to embrace and proclaim
a closet Christian. The extent to which the hapless leader of the new inclusive equality agenda that manifests the new
the Liberal Democrats, Tim Farron, was hounded by the tyranny of relativity.
media and the chattering classes merely reflects one aspect of
If Farron is right, and the state is no longer Christian-libhow far mainstream Christian belief is barely tolerated in the eral and instead has become increasingly secular-authoritarbody politic, and highlighted the double standards that apply ian, then the state church no longer influences positively for
when calling into question an MP’s faith.
Christianity. It must conform to secularism in order to stay at
In Australia the extraordinary plebiscite on same-sex the high table, and in doing so must of necessity shed much of
marriage (or as the chattering classes insist ‘marriage equality’) its Christian character and collude in the persecution of oralso highlights how anyone even suggesting support for the tra- thodox Christianity.
ditional understanding of marriage held by most faith groups
Bishop Dakin is even on record expressing misgivings over
is held up to public ridicule, if not condemnation.
short-comings in the recent CofE document on bullying of
British political parties have a history of their leaders and ‘transgender’ children in schools:
activists identifying religious faith as an import motivation for,
‘What is not explained [in the document] is the Church
and underpinning of, their political agenda. The Welsh chapels of England’s teaching on marriage and sexuality. Instead it’s
and British non-conformist churches, together with the acknowledged that there’s a range of views on marriage and
Anglo-Catholic missions in the
gender... without the positive reitTimes
have
changed
and
the
religious
inner cities, helped to forge the soeration of the Church’s traditional
cialist manifesto of the late nineobservance of politicians has merely teaching, the implication may be
teenth and twentieth centuries as
drawn that this teaching is linked
much as the tablets of Marx and reflected the changes in the faithful- to bullying behaviour.’ But even
Engels. The tradition associated
then Bishop Dakin seems much
ness of the wider community.
with William Temple took it for
more diffident in commending
granted that faith required social as well as personal expression biblical faith in Christ from the perspective of personal comand the committed evangelical motivations of Lord Shaftes- mitment. He prefers to say, more ‘objectively,’ what traditional
bury and the High Anglicanism of Lord Halifax helped en- Christians believe, and ends up pleading for a space for these
courage successive conservative administrations to enact people in a pluralist public sphere because of the good they
sweeping social reforms.
might do rather than because of the truth of the message.
Of course times have changed and the religious observance Again, as a CofE bishop, he has to do this, mindful of the way
of politicians has merely reflected the changes in the faithful- his role has morphed from defender of the faith to being a kind
ness of the wider community. By the 1970s there was a wide- of mediator of ‘a vision for social responsibility, for collaboratFebruary 2018 ■ newdirections ■ 17

ing across differences... tolerance... respect for others, an appreciation of difference... social cohesion... to create the conditions for a flourishing society.’
Back in the parliamentary sphere we have witnessed the
outcry and condemnation that fell upon Conservative MP
Jacob Rees-Mogg when he articulated that his stance on such
issues as abortion, euthanasia and same-sex marriage were determined by his adherence to the magisterium of the Roman
Catholic church. The MP for North East Somerset told Good
Morning Britain he remained opposed to same-sex marriage

In recent years there has been a sea change in
attitudes and the accepted place for religion.
after voting against the passing of the historic legislation in
2013. Pressed on his views on same-sex marriage, Mr ReesMogg replied: ‘I’m a Catholic, I take the teaching of the
Catholic church seriously. Marriage is a sacrament and the
view of what marriage is is taken by the church, not Parliament.’ On abortion, he continued: ‘I am completely opposed
to abortion... with same-sex marriage, that is something that
people are doing for themselves. With abortion, that is what
people are doing to the unborn child.’ However in the next
breath he said: ‘I don’t want to criticise people who lead lives
different to mine’ and nor did he advocate any legislative rollback on the Abortion Act or same-sex marriage; he simply articulated his moral compass.
Nevertheless The Independent described his remarks as ‘incendiary’ and a chorus of condemnation for an MP holding
let alone articulating such view was heard in the mainstream
media. Suzanne Moore in the Guardian proclaimed: ‘As usual,
Rees-Mogg’s religious faith is used to excuse his appalling bigotry. He is a Catholic and this kind of fundamentalism is always anti-women, but for some reason we are to respect it. I
don’t. It has no place in public life.’ In fairness the Guardian did
allow a letter to be published from a Jane Ghosh of Bristol
which challenged Moore: ‘She mocks his beliefs as a Catholic.
This is unacceptable. Many religions or sects are (sadly) antiabortion or anti-gay marriage and at no point has Rees-Mogg
suggested a change in the law. These are his personal beliefs.
Islam has similar views but would you honestly attack a Muslim in these terms? I doubt it and I sincerely hope not. I don’t
like many of his views but defend his right to hold them as long
as he does not try to impose them on the rest of us.’ But the
Guardian then followed up the attack on Rees-Mogg with a
further comment article, this time by Zoe Williams, in which
she argued that ‘what the pope should tell Jacob Rees-Mogg:
“You ain’t no Catholic, bruv”’
Is it any wonder then that many MPs simply adopt the
stance of closet Christians and fall into line with the attitude
that religious beliefs may be held but not expressed, unless in
the terms and tone of the agenda pursued by the secular-liberal mindset that now dominates todays academy, civil service
and media? ND
Revd Martin Hislop is the Vicar of St Luke’s Kingston and has recently been appointed a Deputy Lord Lieutenant.
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“Ye have Done it unto Me”
A Hymn for the Unborn
(based on Matthew 25:40)
Begotten of His Love Divine
Before Creation’s dawn,
Let God’s own Son our hearts incline
To cherish the unborn.
For clothed like us, in human clay,
Of heav’nly glory shorn,
Th’eternal Word, incarnate, lay
In Mary’s womb, unborn.
‘Take heed’, said He, ‘that you forbear
These little ones to scornCreated by God’s will, to share
His image, though unborn.
For every artist, saint and sage,
Whose works His world adorn
With virtues each successive age,
Like him, were once unborn.
Eternal Son, Incarnate Word,
Thou Child of Christmas morn,
In mercy let our prayer be heard
For those as yet unborn!
This hymn can be sung to any Common Metre tune.
The author’s choice would be Walsall
(Ancient & Modern Revised 56; English Hymnal 13).

SOMERSET TOwERS 1
1

2

S

omerset is justly famous for its late-mediaeval church
towers, several of which have featured in ND, such as Ile
Abbots (Feb. 2006), Mells (Nov. 2007), Batcombe (April
2010), Leigh on Mendip ( Jan. 2011) and Bruton (Oct. 2013).
The tower at Ile Abbots (1) is the earliest and most restrained of the three illustrated here, maybe c.1480, with Ham
Hill stone showing the western face to advantage in the afternoon sun. It bears several original statues, including the Virgin
Mary and the Resurrected Christ stepping from His tomb.
The most famous Somerset tower is probably that at Huish
Episcopi (2), which featured on the 9p. postage stamp of the
‘Village Churches’ series in 1972. It is more ornate than Ile Abbots, notably with decorated horizontal bands. Built of slate
blue lias, but set off with golden Ham Hill stone dressings, it is
a quite beautiful piece of work of c. 1510.
The tower of Kingsbury Episcopi (3), a close contemporary
and relative of Huish, is entirely of Ham Hill stone. Compared
to Huish, the buttresses are shallower and cease before the final
stage, as well as being further back from the corners, resulting
in a heavier ‘crown’ to the tower.
Further reading: A. K. Wickham, Churches of Somerset,
Phœnix House, 1952; John H. Harvey, ‘Somerset Perpendicular – The Church Towers and the Dating Evidence’, Trans. Ancient Monuments Society (New Series), 1982, Vol. 26,
pp. 157–183; J. Orbach and N. Pevsner, The Buildings of England.
Somerset: North and Bristol and Somerset: South and West, Yale,
2011 and 2014 respectively; Julian Flannery, Fifty English
Steeples, Thames and Hudson, 2016. ND
3
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Editorial
T

he appointment of the Rt Revd
Sarah Mullally as Bishop of London
seems to have come as something of
shock to those who said a woman would
never be appointed to the See of London.
Reading various comments, it does seem to
have been those in favour of the ordination
of women to the priesthood, and episcopate,
who are most shocked. We should not be
shocked: the legislation put in place by the
General Synod removed any stained-glass
ceiling, and put in place provision for those
of us who cannot, in conscience, accept such
ministry. It remains to be seen precisely how
the London Plan will be worked out, and
whether any assurances will be given to those
priests and people who, whilst looking to The
Society, continue to minister and worship in
parishes where no resolution has been
passed. This is very much a crunch moment
for our movement. The mantra of The Society has always been that we reject the concept that ‘any man will do’ when it comes to
a bishop. We wish to have bishops to whom
we can look for sound teaching and sacramental assurance. This is why affiliation to
The Society is only open to parishes that are
under the oversight of bishops of The Society. If you cannot accept the sacramental
ministry of women priests and women bishops how can you receive oversight from a
male bishop who both ordains women and
supports the ordination of women to the
episcopate? To follow this ‘any man will do’
logic is disrespectful, both to Bishop Sarah,
and other women bishops, and those who
support their ministry. For our part, The Society must wait to see how the Society people, priests and parishes are treated under the
new regime, and how the Five Guiding Principles are upheld and enacted. It is our prayer
that they will be fully upheld, and that ministry in our parishes will be allowed to flourish.
It is said that at no other time in history
has Christianity been so persecuted. Around
the world many Christians face persecution
for worshipping together, and in some cases
for simply reading the Bible or speaking of
God. People risk their lives each day to proclaim that Jesus Christ is Lord. We must always be aware of just how lucky we are to be
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able to worship and express our religious
views in freedom. This also means we must
be mindful of when that freedom is eroded
or comes under threat. It can be easy to put
to one side the plight of our brother and sister Christians in other countries where they
are persecuted but we must not do so. It is
important firstly to pray for them and then
we must find ways of supporting them. We
might do this through the work of charities
such as Aid to the Church in Need or HART
(Humanitarian Aid Relief Trust); who seek
to help Christians practically and spiritually.
Part of their current work is seeking to help
Christians return to their homes after the retreat of Daesh (ISIS). Support for the work
of HART helps Baroness Caroline Cox keep
the plight of the suffering Church in the public view and particularly in parliament where
she is able to raise questions of the government about what they are doing to support
persecuted minorities around the world.
In our national life there is much to
which we can look forward, not least a Royal
Wedding. These times of public rejoicing
and celebration are important for the life of
the Church. We are called to be alongside
people in times of both joy and sorrow. The
Royal Wedding will offer an opportunity for
us to engage with people as they celebrate
this event in the life of the nation and also to
allow them to think about and celebrate the
sacrament of marriage. In the life of Her
Majesty the Queen we see a Christian who
is seeking to live out the vocation God has
called her to. She is an example to us all of
the way in which God calls each Christian
into His service and that may take us in directions we can not imagine. Elsewhere in
this edition you can read about Forward in
Faith’s and The Society’s commitment to
mission and growth. For this to happen we
must each of us take a part. This means seeking to listen to what God is calling each one
of us to do – how does He want us to live out
our vocation as Christians? This is part of
journey, a pilgrimage if you like, that each
Christian is called to go on. We know from
personal experience and encounter how the
Christian faith transforms and enriches lives,
our task is to share this with others and to
call them into that relationship with God. ND

the way we live now
Christopher Smith honours the memory of Eric Lionel Mascall

A

sh Wednesday this year brings sumptions and aims of secularism where they heard someone say that there was
an anniversary in which I have such modification is possible, and to no truth in the story of the Virgin birth,
a particular interest and which commit suicide where it is not.’ ‘This... or that Jesus didn’t really die on the
I hope might interest you too, at least in- group have [little] in common apart cross, or really rise from the dead. Those
directly. It will be the twenty-fifth an- from a contempt for traditional Christi- writers would have brought more people
niversary of the death of a theologian anity and a fondness for startling and to church by keeping quiet. As I said in
whom I have often mentioned in these provocative slogans.’
this column a long time ago, I can’t imagpages, Canon Eric Mascall, who died on
By contrast, Mascall wants to help ine one single non-churchgoer has ever
14 February 1993. That is also, as it hap- us immerse ourselves in the beauty of said: ‘Thank heavens for Honest to God:
pens, my first day back in the saddle Catholic truth. The theologian, he says, now that I don’t have to believe in the
after having had a period of
objective reality of God, I must
study leave to do some research I can’t imagine one single non-churchgoer get to Mass. All that bodily reson his theology. He taught in has ever said: “Thank heavens... now that urrection stuff was really putOxford after the war, then beting me off.’ Mascall, on the
I
don’t
have
to
believe
in
the
objective
came a professor at King’s Colother hand, once said that ‘it is
lege London in 1962. He was
the
knowledge of God which
reality of God, I must get to Mass.”
much-published and muchmakes the theologian, not the
read during the second half of the twen- should be grounded in the deposit of knowledge of theology.’
tieth century, but I wonder whether the faith; he should do his theology from
I find Mascall particularly exciting
wide-ranging body of work he left be- within the tradition. The task of the the- on the theology of the Incarnation and
hind is now in danger of being neglected. ologian, he said, is ‘to help the Church its consequences. ‘What man could not
Mascall’s work ranges across a wide acquire a deeper understanding of the do for himself, God has come to do for
field, and he is often described as a Christian faith and to mediate, interpret him.’ And he was especially fascinated by
Thomist (which is to say a follower of St and commend that faith to the contem- ‘the permanence of the manhood of the
Thomas Aquinas) asking how we might porary world.’ He set out his stall when glorified and ascended Christ’: the condemonstrate the existence of God he gave his inaugural lecture at King’s, sequences of the fact that, having taken
through reason and experience. He was and he quoted this particular passage in human nature and blended it perfectly
equally at home in the field of Christol- the final chapter of his memoir, Sara- with the divine nature, Jesus ascends
ogy, and he tackled other dogmatic sub- band, thirty years later: ‘As I see it, the with that human nature into the Godjects like the Church, the Eucharist, task of the Christian theologian is that head, where it (which is also the very
mariology, the language we use to talk of theologizing within the great histori- stuff of which you and I are made) reabout God, and the gifts given to mystics cal Christian tradition... Like the good mains for all eternity. To speak of ‘the Inlike St John of the Cross. He worked householder he will bring out of his carnation’ is not only to speak of what
quite a lot of his theology by engaging treasure things new and old. But he will happened on the day of the Annunciawith contemporaries and near-contem- have no other gospel than that which he tion, but also of ‘the continuous act by
poraries. He did this both with those has received.’ And, as he said elsewhere, which from that moment until the end
with whom he felt he had much in com- ‘the first fact about the theologian is his of time, [ Jesus’] human nature is bound
mon, like Austin Farrer and Gregory baptism,’ and ‘only as he lives in union to his divine Person, so that he is man for
Dix and continental Roman
evermore.’ I have a feeling that it is
Catholic theologians (particularly By contrast, Mascall wants to help from there that Fr Mascall’s theology
in the French-speaking world less
unfolds.
us immerse ourselves in the
studied in this country than their
Perhaps some of my fellow priests
beauty of Catholic truth.
German Protestant contemporeading this might be able, with me, to
raries), and with those with whom
offer a mass for Eric Lionel Mascall on
he profoundly disagreed, like Paul van with Christ in the Mystical Body can the or around his anniversary. For in the
Buren and John A.T. Robinson.
theologian without peril of presumption Mass ‘Christ unites our human nature to
In fact, there was often a glint in his and damnation speak about God and his, so that we may be able to offer his ofeye (or so I discern from reading his the things of God.’
fering or, rather, that he may be able to
books) as he cheerfully demolished the
Refreshing, isn’t it? After all, no-one offer it through us and in us.’ And in the
theology of those cheesy old liberals: will ever apologize because some of Church, ‘the Son of God patiently and
‘There is, as we know, a vigorous and those liberal theologians whom Mascall tenderly draws men and women into his
noisy group of writers who maintain took on deliberately set out to make our own perfect human nature and offers
that theology[’s]... primary duty is to Christian task harder; quite the oppo- them to the Father as his members made
modify itself in accordance with the as- site. Yet no-one came to church because one with him and clothed with his glory.’
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views, reviews and previews
art
CÉZANNE PORTRAITS
National Portrait Gaery
until 11th February, 2018
The National Portrait Gallery is showing one third of Cézanne’s extant portraits, five per cent of the total of all his
paintings. It is a niche show, but the curators argue that the portraits were often
made at important turning points in
Cézanne’s career. In this way they help
us understand an artist who was more
opaque than his modern popularity suggests.
Cézanne was an unusual painter. For
much of his career he was as deliberatively provocative as any YBA bad boy
or girl. He also hated to be watched
while he was painting which meant the
process of painting people was difficult.
Indeed, Cézanne’s subjects were rarely
people who asked for a portrait or who
were part of the world of Parisian critics.
Most often it was his mistress/wife
Hortense, locals from Aix and occasional family members who were able to
put up with the large number of sittings
he demanded (over a hundred for the
dealer Paul Vollard who made Cézanne’s
reputation (and his own fortune)).
And the paintings were often unfinished which was not a good selling point to potential sitters. The
choice not to complete, and the destruction of works which dissatisfied him, reflect Cézanne’s extreme
sensitivity to balance within the
total picture. It was fortunate that
his father’s wealth allowed him to
work without selling many paintings, at least until the end of his life
when he became highly successful.
The main casualty of this dependence on his father was Hortense
who was kept away from Cézanne’s
family for most of the time his father was alive. The beneficiary was
Cézanne. Limited financial independence allowed him to experiment with series of works on a
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particular topic. He would have liked to
sell his work earlier in his career, but it
helped his development that he didn’t.
In this exhibition we see how
Cézanne‘s character and circumstances
were the background to the repeated
portraits he made of the same people. It
also shows how awkward and difficult he
set out to be. He despised the Paris
Salon. He despised most contemporary
portraiture. And he despised smooth
painting. His early work was deliberately
provincial (i.e., superficially crude) and
laid on with a knife rather than brushes.
The canvases are laden with great welts
of (once) luminous, viscous paint. Quite
what Cézanne actually saw and felt in
these early paintings is not clear – his
mythological works of the period depict
gross sexual violence – but there is no
doubting the depth of the feeling.
That depth of feeling is there also in
the later works but it is harder to
fathom. Add to that his comment that
cylinders and circles were the form of
painting, and it is easy to see why critics
have suggested his later portraits, especially of his wife, are expressionless or
unfeeling. This exhibition suggests a
subtler understanding of his vision. The
curators argue that Cézanne was moved
by a reaction against the traditional portrait’s expression of character or extreme

emotion (think Rembrandt). Rather
than capture a fleeting moment
Cézanne wanted to show the longue
durée of human character. In this he was
picking up from Manet, whom he
greatly admired, and the painting of
modern life. It also explains the numerous sittings he required and even his
preference for painting the peasants who
represented for him La France profonde
(like all true radicals, Cézanne was
deeply conservative).
If that particular treatment of character was a continuum in Cézanne’s portraits, his methods changed radically
with the switch from painting with
knives to painting with brushes. A large
number of the paintings in the show are
knife paintings and they quite simply
lack the interest of the later works - it’s
not hard to see why people didn’t buy
them. The change to brushes made
Cézanne. There is some crossover in
technique, for instance in the application
of visible strips of paint. There is also the
same grasp of the all the elements of picture combining together rather than just
a focus on the central figure. But the
anger of the knife work had played itself
out. It was a protest with nowhere to go.
With brushes Cézanne could work with
new types of feeling and delicacy. He still
made dark paintings and in the show the
dark works outnumber those in the
light, airy style made famous by the
great landscape paintings of Mt
Ventoux. Fortunately, the National
Portrait Gallery has been able to
borrow a number of the finest
lighter works. Chief is the Boston
‘Madame Cézanne in a Red Armchair,’ a turning point not only in
Cézanne’s work but in Western
Art. There is the Orangerie’s ‘The
Artist’s Son’ of 1881-2 and a series
of his wife in a blue dress and in a
red dress. The show has other highlights but bringing together the pictures of Hortense is a curatorial
triumph. They need time and a bit
of understanding just to get into
what Cézanne has done.
Owen Higgs

books
GOD’S TRAITORS
Terror and Faith in Elizabethan
England
Jessie Childs
Vintage Books 443pp
ISBN: 9781847921567 £12.99
Amongst the busyness and travel of the
post-Christmas Day holiday I am developing a tradition of reading a historical
biography. Last year was John Guy’s excellent Thomas Becket, but this year I
ventured forward some four hundred
years to the reign of Queen Elizabeth I,
and the Roman Catholic Vaux family
(pronounced “Vorx”). After conversion
I joined an evangelical church, and consequently some of my earliest readings
of this period were Protestant favourites
such as Ryle’s Five English Reformers and
Foxe’s Book of Martyrs with their focus
upon the bloody five-year reign of Mary
I. However, as a keen, if amateur, historian I was aware I knew next to nothing
about the history of those who had remained loyal to Rome under Mary’s
half-sister Elizabeth, other than the Gun
Power plot. I wanted to read a book
which moved past the propaganda and
hagiography of the period to a historically grounded, and yet readable account; after all this was meant to be my
holiday! Childs’ God’s Traitors was exactly what I was looking for; informed,
balanced (often giving quotations from
the writing of both sides whilst keeping
the reader to the facts), and told in a
compelling way. Childs’ focus upon one
family allows us to see what life was like
for upper-class Catholics whilst saving
us from endless names and details which
might cause the holiday reader to give
up.
The truth is as stark as it is relevant
for today. The recusant community was
caught between a rock and a hard place,
between a state who saw religious faith
as a test of political loyalty, and the
Roman church hierarchy who were interested solely in restoring a Catholic
monarch to the English throne. Upon
Elizabeth’s accession to the throne
Catholics were deprived of participation
in public life - for fear of them being a

fifth column - whilst receiving considerable fines for failure to attend the national Church; for refusing to conform.
Whilst life was difficult, it was as nothing, once the Pope Pius V excommunicated the English queen in his papal bull
Regnans in Excelsis promulgated in 1570,
which forbade any Catholic to obey her
or her laws. Now Protestant suspicions
were given weight and the recusant community was caught in the middle; the
political was religious, and the religious
political. The Vauxes, along with the vast
majority of the Catholic community attempted the seemingly impossible, loyalty to the Crown and loyalty to their
faith, and consequently faced criticism
and persecution from both sides. They
tried appealing to the Queen:
“Suffer us not to be the only outcasts
and refuse of the world […]. Let us not,
your Catholic native and obedient subjects, stand in more peril for exercising
the Catholic religion (and that most secretly) than do the Catholic subjects to
the Turk most publicly, […] than do
the Protestants enjoying their public assemblies under diverse Catholic kings
and princes quietly.”
The authorities with one eye on
Rome, and another on Catholic Spain,
simply wouldn’t or couldn’t listen. Pressure increased as did the plots, and failed
Spanish invasions only caused greater
hardship for the Catholic non-conformists. With the death of Elizabeth in
1603 it was hoped that toleration might
be close at hand, and indeed Rome
banned any actions by Catholics which
might push James I to continue the policies of the former queen. However, one
group of Catholics, whom today we
would call “terrorists,” simply wouldn’t
listen. The Gun Powder Plot failed, to
the joy not only of Protestants but also

to the majority of the loyal Catholic
community, and in its aftermath any
thoughts of toleration was shelved in a
brutal, if understandable, crack down.
As Childs comments “combatants and
weapons may change, but in its ambition for
mass destruction, the powder conspiracy
was a precursor for the callous and calculated plots of our own time.”
Childs’ book is first rate, both in its
research and in its storytelling. God’s
Traitors deserves to be read by Catholic
Anglicans and evangelical Anglicans
alike. Protestant Christians may find to
their surprise in the stories of the English
Roman community, much similarity to
the stories recorded by Ryle and Foxe of
their own Protestant martyrs.
Mike Print

EDMUND BURKE’S BATTLE WITH
LIBERALISM
His Christian philosophy and why
it matters today
Samuel Burgess
Wilberforce Publications 177pp
ISBN 978-0-9956832-3-5 £9.99
Sometimes it’s a voice from the past that
chimes in with contemporary disorders
and offers clarity and focus. The
displacement of religion from the public
square is nothing new, though the
current promotion of the autonomy of
human beings to the detriment of tested
wisdom is seen by many to threaten
public order and freedom in western
society. In Edmund Burke’s Battle with
Liberalism Samuel Burgess connects the
thinking and politics of the 17th and
18th century which included the French
and American revolutions to our own
day’s populist rejection of the political
establishment and its challenge to
liberalism. The latter might include
‘rejection of patriotism… belief in
cosmopolitanism, self-determination
and multiculturalism, an emphasis on
rights above duties and the restructuring
of society around a discourse of equality
and human rights’.
Liberalism’s failure to engage with the
best aspirations of religion for the
stability and common good of the
community is nothing new. Irish
statesman, political theorist, and
philosopher Edmund Burke (17291797) wrote to advocate conservatism of
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the best kind i.e. resistant to ideologies
counter to faith. As Bishop Michael
Nazir-Ali writes in his commendation of
the book, ‘for Burke, there can be no true
conservatism without religion as a basis
for social obligation and no religion is
true if it abdicates its responsibilities in
the public square’.
Burke held a transcendent view of
society connecting visible and invisible
worlds true to the Christian vision of
God’s kingdom as something here and
now and yet to come. He said Britain’s
history was ‘a clause in the great
primeaval contract of eternal society’. He
opposed lesser understandings ready to
cut away traditional aspects of national
identity including God’s moral law as
part of that contract of ‘eternal society’.
In this book we have a lucid explanation
of Burke’s counter to the thought of 17th
century radical John Locke and
optimism about human reasoning which
underlay some of the thinking and
process behind the French Revolution of
his day. The definition of liberty as a
‘freedom to do everything which injures
no one else’ is the big philosophical issue
behind this book, behind Burke’s
contribution
and
behind
the
contemporary struggle with authority.
Many aspects of life ‘do not easily
render themselves transparent to reason
[yet are] a critical cohesive’ essential to
civil society. Equality and the autonomy
of the individual seem so mainstream
within Britain nowadays people are
growing blind to the silencing of Britain’s
Christian culture in its perceived
awkwardness. Indeed ‘the liberal
tendency to emphasise the absolute
equality of all religions makes it
impossible to make claims as to the
primacy of truthfulness in any one
religion’.
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The book has a number of
contemporary stories of liberal church
folk evidencing ‘slavish acquiescence to
contemporary trends’ which animate it
as the highly readable study it is. Is
multiculturalism really an attempt ‘to
rub the right’s nose in diversity and
render their arguments out of date’? In
this
treatise
representing
the
contribution of a great Christian thinker
to the common good of our nation
Samuel Burgess issues a wake up call for
authenticity and integrity in society and
its stakeholders, including those of us
who see the common good as
inseparable from eternal reality, from
‘the kingdom of our God and of his
Christ’ (Revelation 11v15).
John Twisleton

REFLECTIONS FOR THE UNFOLDING YEAR
Alan Wilkinson
Luerworth Press 171pp
ISBN 978-0718894986 £15
‘I was appalled by the depth and profundity of Christian thinking, and by the
cogency of the Gospel’ wrote a Christian
convert going on to say what swayed
him: ‘it was something about [a Christian community’s] quality of being
which left me feeling like a thirsty man
in the desert… a lovingness and peacefulness, a sense of shared and accepted
purpose, a humbleness before facts
which made me feel singularly small and
lost’. This is one of several illustrations in
Alan Wilkinson’s sermon collection that
heartened me as a word picture of the
power of lived out Christianity to draw
folk in.
Reflections for the Unfolding Year spans
Advent to Christ the King Sundays with
additional topics and distils spiritual
wisdom over 50 years from a priest
mainly based at Portsmouth Cathedral
who served in my own Chichester Diocese as Principal of the Theological College. I say ‘distils’. The relentless liturgical
cycle challenges priests to address Advent, Easter etc again and again. Sometimes you feel you’ve struck something
rich that’s worth broadcasting and Fr
Wilkinson’s selection from his files contains such gifts which have very often
been handed on to him from others.
The enclosed Roman Catholic nuns

at Dachau struggled with the cursing
verses in the Psalms because they were
aware of visitors leaving the concentration camp fuelled with the desire for revenge. They illustrate a typical sermon
on use of the Bible and how Christians
read it ‘in the light of the character of
Jesus’ which is behind the issue of the
bracketing of Psalm verses now abandoned in Common Worship. Author
Henri Nouwen’s fascination with trapeze artists led him to have a go himself
and gain understanding that trust is
their secret, making this analogy. ‘I can
only fly freely when I know there’s a
catcher… dying is trusting in the catcher’.
Inscribed on the frontispiece we read
‘in gratitude for the Church of England,
Catholic, Reformed, Liberal’. Wilkinson’s
sermons reflect all three aspects. There
are references to the evangelical power
of sacramental confession and to Christ’s
presence and sacrifice in the eucharist as
well as to the right honouring of Mary.

A major theme of inclusion couples with
his contesting RC and Anglican opposition to remarriage of divorcees, female
ordination and same-sex unions. His reflection on Anglican-RC relations sets
forth though the ultimate inclusion of
the resurrection in Cardinal Hume’s sermon in Westminster Abbey. ‘We have
been, I think, like two sisters - estranged,
not on speaking terms, quarrelsome,
misunderstanding each other’ like
Queens Elizabeth 1 and Mary’ buried
there together yet ‘in hope of resurrection’.
This book is a resource for preachers
and any who seek illustration of the faith
of the Church through the ages and its
transforming power
John Twisleton

That is the news!
Jonathan Beswick suggests a good companion for Lent

‘G

od is here comen to us. That is the news!’ whispers vagabond knave’ and wonders if he is a shepherd from over the
the woman mystic, Malle. Her visions witness to hill where ‘folk are very poor and wild.’ Malle and her simple
the shimmering theological thread that runs friend Wat (the unloved bastard son of the local parish priest)
steadfastly through H.F.M. Prescott’s book The Man on a Don- recognize and follow ‘the Man’ with their hearts bursting for
key. ‘God is here comen to us. That is the news!’ is her response joy, and there follows a Gospel-like scene of them together on
to the seemingly more urgent and immediate political news of the hillside: at once bleak, pre-springtime Yorkshire and yet
the autumn of 1536, running like wildfire through the north also unseasonably ‘golden harvest weather’ where the ears of
country, that the people are rising up in protest at the destruc- corn are full.
tive enormities of Henry VIII. It is a remarkable telling of the
It is in this central, mystical moment that Prescott reveals
story of the Pilgrimage of Grace, drawing on and freely quoting the full depth of her own faith and theological understanding.
from a wealth of primary sources. It is also a book that offers It is absolutely enthralling. The Chalcedonian definition is
much food for thought for the modern Christian reader, as we deftly untangled for the reader in the simplest, homeliest
are confronted, page by page, with our own family history. The prose: ‘For God, that was too great to be holden even of everytitle is derived from one of Malle’s visions, in which Christ is where and forever, had bound Himself into the narrow room
crossing the bridge over a local river riding on a donkey.
of here and now. He that was in all things had, for pity, prisIn an introductory note Prescott usefully defines the oned Himself in flesh and in simple bread. He that thought
chronicle form of her writing: it is, she says, ‘an attempt to in- winds, waters and stars, had made of Himself a dying man.’ She
troduce the reader into a world, rather than at first present later develops the theme: ‘And it wasn’t that He put on man
him with a narrative.’ And herein lies the key to Prescott’s ge- like a jacket to take off at night, or to bathe or to play. But man
nius: the very nature of her writing is, in itself, a setting forth He was, as man is man, the Maker made Himself the made;
of a quintessentially English theological method. It is pastoral, God was un-Godded by His own hand.’ On several occasions
nuanced, humane and moderate. It requires patience and frus- Malle is put under some pressure to allow a political purpose
trates the hasty. The reader ‘learns... without knowing that he or meaning to be attached to her visions, but she won’t permit
learns.’ It is no great dogmatic system, nor one that admits rig- it and simply replies with the haunting refrain: ‘There was a
orist legal definitions; rather, she invites us into a gently bucolic great wind of light blowing and sore pain.’ What more is there
schoolroom and makes of us apprentices in the tragic story of to say?
the Pilgrimage of Grace. For me, her descriptive powers rival
The Man on a Donkey was first published, in two volumes,
those of George Eliot and Thomas Hardy. She paints with in 1952. It was republished in 2016, in a single-volume papergreat skill and beauty the contours of the English landscape, back. It is 700 pages long and, at two and a quarter inches
and does likewise with the contours of the English heart.
thick, presents quite a logistical challenge when trying to fit it
As we enter the world of The Man on a Donkey, we find into a shoulder-bag (I had to cut my copy in half, in order to
ourselves being steeped in the complex political, social and re- squeeze it into my panniers for a recent pilgrimage to Assisi).
ligious world of 1530s England. Prescott
It is a marvellous read, with an enhandles the tensions of this time with relightening introduction by John Cooper
Immediately I reread the
markable even-handedness, tenderly
of York University. It is both deeply
chapter twice, with a mixture moving
opening up the rival loyalties at work beand encouraging and it has
of disbelief and excitement. caused me to reconsider some of my
tween the principal players. Then, in the
midst of the many tangled webs of inown dormant assumptions about the
trigue and cloistered worldly ambition, we are suddenly en- turbulence and destruction of the early sixteenth century. I
countered by Christ himself. It is almost exactly the central suppose I would describe it as a very Christian work, discreetly
chapter of the book, and I suspect this is no accident. Imme- apologetic in the most accessible way. Eamon Duffy describes
diately I reread the chapter twice, with a mixture of disbelief it as a ‘largely forgotten masterpiece,’ Hilary Mantel as ‘a classic
and excitement.
of historical fiction’ (which, I feel, rather misses the point—
In this chapter it is late March and the men have been but then I have to confess to being a dissenter on the subject
working in the fields at Marrick Priory (the soon-to-be-sup- of Wolf Hall) and the only attributed reference I could find
pressed religious house around which much of the story re- was in an essay by Rowan Williams in the Oxford Handbook of
volves). They come in to the kitchen for refreshment and there Christology, which is really where it belongs: a great work of
is a man (in fact it is ‘the Man’ of the title of the book) with English pastoral Christology that, at 18 pages a day, would be
them who is yet unknown: ‘black, shaggy-haired’ and ‘of not the perfect companion for your Lenten journey. ND
much more than thirty by his look, but with lines bitten into
his face by hunger, or sorrow, or by some stress beyond the Fr Jonathan Beswick is parish priest of St Barnabas’ and St
common lot.’ The worldly prioress is watching proceedings, Thomas’ in Oxford. The Man on a Donkey by H.F.M. Prescott
disapprovingly, from her window and describes him as ‘an ugly is published by Apollo, £10.
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The Blessed Sacrament
A meditation by Sister Mary Angela at the Forward in Faith National Assembly

‘H

oly God, holy mighty, holy immortal; have mercy itable servant, far beyond all my deserts, far beyond all my
on us.’ You are everywhere present and you fill all hopes? Most surely, O Lord, thou couldst. But this did not satthings, deigning to be revealed to us in this most isfy thy Love. Thou wouldst have me live, not in any work of
holy and blessed Sacrament. Each day, on countless altars, your thine, but in Thee Thyself. In Thee, to Whom, but for Thy
self-sacrifice is re-enacted; your body and blood freely and loving-kindness, I could not venture to look up, in Thee to
generously given for our salvation, even as it was throughout dwell. Is this after the manner of men, O Lord God? And that
your Passion, especially when you mounted the wood of the Thou should take up Thine abode in me, in a cottage so mean,
Cross. Such love is overwhelming for one as weak as I, who so unworthy at its best for a monarch, and besides that, so defails so often to live our founder’s maxim of ‘love first, love filed, so polluted, so stained by a thousand corruptions! But
midst, love last.’ But your love is
since Thou wilt have it so, come
unchanging and constantly enThus it is possible to say ‘I will go forth to me, O most loving Lord! Since
folds and sustains even me—in
Thou vouchsafest to enter my
in
the
strength
of
the
Lord
God’—the
spite of my perversity, wrong
poor, mean, little dwelling, help
turns and frequent falls. Help strength given by this body that is meat me to welcome Thee as Thou
me open my heart fully to rewouldst be welcomed there! Help
indeed,
the
blood
that
is
drink
indeed.
ceive your love and light in the
me to remove every scrap of
deepest recesses so that I see, releaven from the abode, before the
pent and am washed clean by you, the living water, as you Paschal Lamb takes up His sojourn in it! Bestow on me Thyself
whisper ‘come to the Father.’ Our God who said: ‘Comfort ye, the purity wherewith Thou wouldst be welcomed, the holiness
comfort ye my people... I, even I, am he that blotteth out your wherewith Thou wouldst be detained! Send Thy messengers
transgressions for my own sake.’ Thus it is possible to say ‘I will to prepare the way before Thee; those sweet messengers, Faith,
go forth in the strength of the Lord God’—the strength given Hope and Love. They know how I should prepare for Thee;
by this body that is meat indeed, the blood that is drink in- they know how I should receive Thee. Come then to me, for I
deed, so that whatever I do in word or deed is done in the am Thine! Come to me, for Thy vows are upon me! Come to
name of the Lord Jesus, with thanksgiving. St Bonaventure me for Thou hast promised to dwell with me! Even so, come,
says: ‘Thou that didst make the glory of the heavens and the Lord Jesus!’
beauty of the earth; Thou that didst form every tree and
Dear Lord—give me such grace that ‘each day I may place
flower; Thou that didst stretch out the curtains of the clouds myself on the paten with the Host, to be taken up, blessed, broand the pavement of the grass, Architect of all things, couldst ken and given, to be eaten up by everyone with whom I come
thou not have built an house for me, thy sinful and unprof- in contact.’ Amen. ND
Sister Mary Angela is a sister of the Society of Saint Margaret. The
final prayer is taken from Dom Cuthbert Marmion.

North Cheltenham Team Ministry
Diocese of Gloucester
Team Vicar with responsibility for All Saints Cheltenham
The North Cheltenham Team Ministry are looking for a missionminded traditional catholic priest, committed to mutual flourishing,
to join a diverse and dynamic team. with a new Team Rector, and a
newly-shaped diocesan vision, this is an exciting time to join the diocese.
The benefice, formed of four parishes and five churches, serves a
population of 21,000 (which will grow to some 30,000 with new housing) and ranges in tradition from traditional catholic to broad centre.
In addition to the Team Rector there are two Team Vicars, a Team
Deacon, Readers, an administrator and committed lay leaders.
within the team the Bishop of Gloucester has entrusted pastoral
and sacramental oversight of All Saints parish to the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. The successful applicant will have pastoral responsibility for All
Saints as well as sharing in the wider ministry of the team.

Congratulations and prayers for the Bishop of
Chichester as he joins the House of Lords as
a Lord Spiritual
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For further details please contact the Bishop of Ebbsfleet on 0118
948 1038 or office@ebbsfleet.org.uk
Closing date for applications: 9 am, 14 February 2018;
Interviews: 7 March 2018

Secular
Liturgies

Tom Sutcliffe considers the state of opera on the radio and mixed-sex Cathedral choirs

S

omething has gone seriously Ileana Cotrubas as Tatyana, the charm- issue, and something special is easily lost.
wrong with opera on radio. The ing Romanian soprano who had played I recently heard Salisbury on Radio 3
BBC used to have a proper opera Cavalli’s La Calisto at Glyndebourne in doing evensong, and I have to say that
department that recorded complete rar- 1970. In fact it was not until the 1980s there is little musical merit in mixing
ities and knew how to cast (led with dis- that Hall’s Onegin at the Garden re- boys’ and girls’ voices in a choir. They
tinction by Elaine Padmore before she verted sometimes to Tchaikovsky’s orig- cancel each other’s special aspects out. It
ran the Wexford Opera Festival, Copen- inal Russian.
is also true of course that prepubescent
hagen and Covent Garden). But for
On radio there are no surtitles, yet boys and girls are by nature disposed to
years now it has often lazily taken relays performances on Radio 3 of great operas not want to mix much, to prefer to live
from the New York Met, and largely ig- in English are very rare these days, even in their own worlds—however little
nored what was going on at the
pushed by their modern liberal
opera houses of Britain and Eu- Something has gone seriously wrong parents to conform to masculine or
rope. Frankly, standards of perfeminine stereotypes.
with opera on radio.
formance at provincial houses are
Boys need to be worked hard,
often not so different from the
rather as ballet-dancers and violinstar-obsessed opera capitals, and most though these are broadcasts for English- ists of both sexes must be from an early
people listening to radio are more inter- speaking listeners few of whom will be age, to get the desired results. When I
ested in a stream of good works than in reaching for a textbook or sleevenote to was a chorister at Chichester, where alas
who is performing.
help them understand what is going on the Prebendal School is now coeducaBut there is another aspect that has and being sung. Of course opera sounds tional with a headmistress, and the choir
occurred to me. One Thursday after- lovely in a language you do not under- which used to be almost a third of the
noon recently I found myself listening to stand, but it is an ‘instrumental’ sound, pupils (in 1952) is now less than a tenth,
the opening of Eugene Onegin, a work I not meaningful. You are none the wiser we sang services for 42 weeks of the year;
adore. It was being rebroadcast—a per- about that crucial aspect of opera: how now there are no full-time boarders,
formance from Covent Garden the singer communicates meaning and they barely sing for 36 weeks, and the litrecorded and used in 2016—to mark the identity through text as well as melody. tle dears are expected to be restored to
death at 55 from a brain tumour of That brings me to another thought their families for three nights every
Dmitri Hvorostovsky, the heroic Russian about choirboys and Christmas. Every- week. There is no girls’ choir, otherwise
baritone whose elegance and vocal body assumes it is unjust that choirgirls the boys would work even less hard.
beauty stopped Bryn Terfel winning the are not treated as much as choirboys to
Girls’ choirs are good for modern
1989 Cardiff Singer of the Year compe- the benefits of a choral education, which repertory. It’s good for musical girls to
tition. Obviously it was a memorial is also (incidentally) about having adult have the chance to perform in a seriously
event, but hearing the opera, which I responsibility as a musical performer at capable choir that uses their special
know very well, in the original Russian an age when some people think you quality, which gradually builds to female
was less rewarding than I would have should not be ‘pressured’ in case it ‘dam- maturity through puberty. The solution
liked. Hvorostovsky was inevitably not ages’ you.
is for a cathedral’s musical establishment
as he had been when in full bloom and I
The problem of choirgirls is of to be enlarged so that it can supply
do not understand Russian, though I course yet another demonstration of a choral servicing to selected shrine
know the drift of what characters are fundamental difference between the churches elsewhere in the diocese that
saying at various points.
genders about which it is important to otherwise would not manage to have
In opera the meaning of the words be very clear. Boys’ voices in all their that draw. Hit the road with your musiis a crucial part of the experience,
cal selling point: alternating the
which is one reason why surtitles There is little musical merit in mixing boys and the girls with their adults
above the stage have become so
(women contraltos rather than
boys’
and
girls’
voices
in
a
choir.
universal and appreciated and
countertenors, which we had of
many people have concluded that
course when I was a Chichester
original language trumps translation beauty have a sell-by date; girls’ voices chorister in the 1950s)! Touring has alevery time. When I saw this opera at don’t. Indeed you have only to listen to ways been a vital part of evangelism
Covent Garden for the first time in 1971 the disaster of equivalence between boys from Jesus onwards. Spread the word,
and was utterly bewitched by it, they and girls at Salisbury Cathedral stem- and the nourishing music. ND
performed it in English. Peter Hall’s ming from the Stancliffe/Osborne deciwonderful production with designs by sion in the 1990s to pursue equality
Julia Trevelyan Oman also boasted really hard to appreciate that this is an
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Diary
Thurifer goes to the pantomime

T

he death of Christine Keeler late last year briefly services and wakes if there is a fear that too few will attend.
brought back into focus the Profumo scandal, which This takes the Victorian convention of supplying a ‘mute’—
almost defines the Sixties for many. It had usually some sallow child decked out in top hat, black suit and
everything: femmes fatales, erring politicians, sex and spies, mourning bands walking in front of the hearse—to a new and
debauchery among the aristocracy, criminals and hucksters, unattractive level. These thoughts of mortality are in my mind
press hysteria and an outraged bourgeoisie. For those for as I tinker with my funeral arrangements to take account of
whom it is a remote memory or lost in the mists of time, or changed circumstances. I do not favour the modern trend for
those younger souls for whom it is
funerals in white vestments, nor that
ancient history, there are plenty of
family and friends should not be sad
Perhaps the loquacious Mr
books and films that chronicle it, but
or cry. Although I believe firmly in
the most vivid is a chapter in The Speaker Bercow might take note. the Resurrection I want tears, and
Pendulum Years by Bernard Levin. In
lots of them. If the jokes in the eulogy
the last Diary I compared Levin favourably with William (or, preferably, anti-panegyric) are good enough then there
Hazlitt and he is at his coruscating best in his commentary on may be tears of laughter.
the hypocrisy that surrounded the events. He particularly lays
In the folklore of the Movement there is a story that after
into Lord Hailsham. Of an infamous television appearance, a particularly sumptuous High Mass—‘full Catholic privileges,’
which I remember seeing at the time, he writes: ‘A count of rites, ceremonies, music, vesture—at St Alban’s, Holborn an
the text shows that in one passage alone he called Mr Profumo overwhelmed spectator congratulated the then vicar, Fr Peter
a liar seven times in ninety words, and the force with which Priest, and wondered how it could possibly be matched the
he pronounced the word was such that
following year. Fr Priest replied, ‘next
it seemed, by some strange phonetic
year, it will be on ice.’ St Alban’s has
mutation to be composed entirely of
been beaten to it by St Wulfram’s,
sibilants, so that it would not be
Grantham. Their second Christmas
fanciful to say that he hissed it at his
Tree Festival saw the nave turned into
interlocutor… the final “liar”… was
an ice rink for skating and with a
pronounced with such manic violence
toboggan run, surrounded by over a
that those watching might have
hundred trees. The previous Festival in
thought that he was about to go
2015 attracted over 10,000 visitors.
completely berserk.’ He also records a
Liturgy on Ice could be the Church of
further, elegantly brutal, oratorical
England’s seasonal answer to Strictly
assault on the hapless Lord Hailsham
Come Dancing.
in the House of Commons by the barrister and fox-hunting
The pantomime season is now over, but it was a memorable
Labour MP Reginald Paget. Where are his like now? We are one. St Stephen’s, Lewisham presented ‘Neverland, or The
reduced to the leaden prose of Sir Keir Starmer. He numbers Bridge Over the River Craggy’ for one night only. Parishioner
Lord Hailsham among those who ‘compounded for sins they Anne Kennedy provided plenty of wit and humour in her
are inclined to by damning those they have no mind to,’ then rhyming couplets, and it may have been supplemented by the
he added that ‘when self-indulgence has reduced a man to the occasional ad lib. Fr Philip Corbett (of this parish as well as
shape of Lord Hailsham, sexual
vicar of St Stephen’s) led the cast with
continence involves no more than a
gusto. He was master of a patter song
Liturgy on Ice could be the
sense of the ridiculous.’ Another
stuffed with theological terms of
Church of England’s seasonal
Labour MP, George Wigg, called
which the chorus, ‘With many
Hailsham a liar but was not called to answer to Strictly Come Dancing. cheerful facts about the Areopagitica’
order by the Speaker, Sir Harry
gives some flavour. Rosalie Pretorius
Hylton-Foster, which was taken, as Levin said, as ‘a rebuke… was a fine Peter Pan and sang beautifully. They were well
on the part of the Chair more deadly in its silence than those supported by a cast of parishioners, not least the servers, Junior
of Mr Wigg and Mr Paget in speech.’ Perhaps the loquacious Church and the Mothers’ Union Choir. There was a large and
Mr Speaker Bercow might take note.
appreciative audience, and a delicious pre-performance
A few years ago at a funeral a fellow mourner expressed supper. Were that not enough, I saw another of the great
surprise that I was there as he supposed I was not fond of the pantomime artistes de nos jours at the Richmond Theatre. The
deceased. ‘Just to make sure,’ I said. In fact, I did rather like force of nature that is Christopher Biggins, the luvvie par
him. It is probably apocryphal but it was said that when a excellence, played Widow Twanky in Aladdin and was beyond
Hollywood mogul bewailed that no-one would attend his praise. But—mirabile dictu—that greatest of theatricals, actors
memorial service a ‘friend’ replied, ‘Give the public what they and entertainers, savant and philosopher Count Arthur
want and they will turn up.’ I now read that there is a company Strong was in the cast. It was second heaven. ND
that will provide additional mourners to funerals, memorial
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Championing the Poor
David Wilson issues a call to arms for Christ, the church, and the poor

T

he dishevelled man leaned against the pillar, lame.
wearing ‘working man’s clothes,’ and was clearly
Yet for all the fiery preaching it was very much a
in need. My grandfather rose from his prayers ‘hands-on’ ministry. e parishioners re-decorated the
and walked across the church to give assistance. As he ap- church from top to boom to make the house of God
proached, the figure disappeared. Radicalized from his bright and cheerful. e style of worship was charistime as a chaplain in the trenches of the First World War matic—Anglo-Catholic to the birea, but charismatic. I
and certain both of his vision of Christ and its message, recall aending an anniversary service for Conrad Noel
my grandfather did as Bishop North has recently called at axted some years ago and the few remaining Cruupon today’s clergy to do: he went to his bishop and asked saders had finished singing the hymns whilst the rest of
to be placed in a slum parish. From St. Andrew’s, Wolver- us were just starting the second verse. With stomping feet
hampton he was sent to Holy Trinity, Sneyd, in the heart and waving arms, they were rousing, lively Christians
of e Poeries, where he started to preach a red-hot who sang with soul in a sea of contemporary Church of
Goel.
England mediocrity.
e siing congregation of middle-class worthies rapAer the main Sunday Mass a parish breakfast was
idly collapsed. Unperturbed, Father Jim started to re- held (a discrete way of feeding those in need) and every
build the ‘church of the poor.’ Sneyd parish became month a parish supper. Every Wednesday there was a
notorious for its uncompromising, radical congregation parish meeting that would sit and listen to people’s stories
of poers, miners, unemployed, and their families. of poverty, unemployment and other challenges and
rough the general strike and hunger marches of the work out how Christ’s teaching called upon them to reGreat Depression, the congrespond, and then plan how to
gation took to the streets with
do
so in praice over the
He was sent to Holy Trinity, Sneyd, in
the crucifix at their head. Facoming days or months. Each
the
heart
of
The
Potteries,
where
he
ther Jim soon met and joined
month a similar meeting was
started to preach a red-hot Gospel.
forces with Conrad Noel, the
held away from the church in
vicar of axted, and became
the Town Hall to work across
part of the Anglo-Catholic Crusade, a relationship rein- parishes. In this way the church community became enforced by his new curate, Harold Mason, who had been gaged not only in supporting each other, in communion
at the original declaration of the Crusade in 1918. e with Christ, but likewise with the wider issues of their
revolutionary significance of breaking bread in the name day. It made for lively and informed political debate. e
of Christ, the closeness of communion and communism, vicar and churchwardens were even instructed by the
Marxism combined with high Anglo-Catholicism, be- PCC to go the AGM of the Church Commissioners to
came an explosive and inspiring mixture. Visitors were demand why the Church of England was investing their
welcomed into the church by a sign reading:
money in the arms industry.
In this Church of the Catholic Crusade, the Blessed
My father recalled what seems an astonishing act of
Sacrament is reserved. God is present under the cover of faith: that throughout the Great Depression there was a
bread, but it is bread consecrated by the body of Christ’s plate at the back of the church labelled ‘from each accordpeople, who know that God is justice and who, therefore, ing to their ability, to each according to their need.’ ose
struggle against the capitalist materialist rules of this evil with extra cash donated, and those in need took what was
system for the workers’ commonwealth... But we warn required. roughout the Depression, the plate was
you that unless you see Christ in the masses you cannot never empty. It was through such aivities that Father
see Him in the Mass. Unless you see Him in communism, Jim became a real ‘father’ to his people whom he deeply
you will not see Him in the workers’ struggle for bread, loved, despite muering that the best use of incense was
you will not see Him at the altar. Unless you are revolu- to hide the smell of his congregation. He championed the
tionary against the present evil world, which denies the dispossessed, taking on the council over the eviction of
bread of life to those who produce it, and unless you fight families. He even lent his suit to poor miners when they
for the common bread for the common people, you must needed one for formal occasions.
Father Jim’s ministry to the poor lasted for 12 years
not dare to approach this Holy Sacrament.’ It makes e
Society signs in our church porches today look rather (1920–1932) before the press got wind of it. He was lamFebruary 2018 ■ newdirections ■ 29

basted across the pages of the national papers for ritual- Bishop North’s call to return our parishes to the service
ism, for red flags and the hammer and sickle alongside the of the poor fills my heart with joy. So why am I so disquicrucifix, for the photograph of Lenin in the vestry. In Oc- eted? Perhaps because the very need for such a call to the
tober 1932, the Morning Post boomed: ‘Here, in a con- priesthood to minister to the poor suggests a fundamensecrated shrine of the Church of England, a vicar and his tal failure. Where are the visions of Christ and the true
flock have for twelve years been aiming at revolution... vocations? Overwhelmed, I suect, as the church has
their religious creed is Christianity. eir political creed evolved the dog collar into white collar administration.
is subversion...’ e situation came to a head a few months Far too many of our priests now have ‘a job,’ whatever
later when he was denounced
their original calling. e
for misleading the minds of
It makes The Society signs in our church church has ‘professionalized’
children through the teaching
itself to a point of paralysis, a
porches today look rather lame.
in the Sunday School (a charge
paralysis suﬀocating the misbroadly levelled at every radision at the heart of the church
cal since Socrates, and coming soon to a church near you). with bureaucratic complicity to an agenda driven by the
e issue was debated in Parliament and my grandfather state and by the fear of the media, not by God.
denounced as ‘the Red Vicar of Sneyd.’ He was defended On the ground, in the pews, this manifests in curious
in the debate by Colonel Wedgwood, who begged his ways. A dishevelled man walked into our church recently,
peers not to pick on a priest for ‘[foolish] politics not un- during the Stations of the Cross. He promptly joined in,
like that of the Bishop of London’ when he was a ‘real fa- crying all the way through. I heard echoes of my grandther to the people of Burslem’ and a force for good across father’s ministry. He turned out to be Polish and spoke
e Poeries. Parliament didn’t agree, and neither did very lile English. For a short time he re-appeared reguthe bishops. With piles of hate mail arriving at the vic- larly. He may or may not have tried to take someone’s
arage, and with the
purse. He may or may
church, state and
not have been sleeping
media denouncing his
rough in someone’s
work, my grandfather
garden shed. Even
suﬀered a nervous
when the church was
breakdown. His later
closed, he would pray
ministry of healing beto our Lady through
came just as powerful
the glass door, kneeling
and influential but his
in tears and leaving
Holy Trinity, Sneyd
days of championing
flowers for her on the
the poor with visionary zeal were over. is was perhaps doorstep, ‘stolen’ from the neighbours gardens. He gave
due to the collapse of the Anglo-Catholic Crusade itself. sweets to the children, stared through the school railings
My grandfather had said of the Russian Revolution that: and wandered into the Sunday School. All hell broke
‘In Moscow they have rejected the caricature. ey reject loose—it is how the church has trained the congregation
the label “God” on a package which does not contain God. to respond. As churchwarden, I was asked how I was
ey have a package with God inside it, but it bears the going to ‘protect’ the suddenly ‘vulnerable’ congregation,
label “atheism”.’
and in particular the children, from this ‘awful’ man.
Once the truth of Stalin’s purges became widely known, Court injunctions were taken out. Locks were fied to
laying bare the extreme cruelty of the Russian Revolu- the Sunday School door and every child and vulnerable
tion, such ideals collapsed and
adult protection scheme
He
was
lambasted
across
the
pages
of
the Anglo-Catholic Crusade
swung into aion. He was
regularly
reported to the powith it. It was the last great sothe national papers for ritualism, for
cial explosion of the Church of
lice. At about the time we had
red flags and the hammer and sickle
finally tracked down a Polish
England, which has been in
alongside the crucifix, for the photoeaker who was willing to
decline ever since. is is decome and help us communispite the continuing ministries
graph of Lenin in the vestry.
cate, the man disappeared,
of inspirational priests like
Alan Eccleﬆone, who lived through the crucible of Sneyd perhaps to prison, perhaps to Poland. Or perhaps he was
and was inspired by my grandfather’s ministry through- taken up to heaven, in which case he made a sorry report.
is is how the church now loves its poor neighbour. So
out his life.
With this background, it is perhaps no surprise that much for visions of Christ.
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Crippled by the parish share our poor parish (containing
some of the poorest streets in Kent) no longer delivers
‘modern’ facilities. Our soup kitchens have long been
closed by health and safety and such services ‘pooled’
through the town’s Rainbow Centre to which anyone in
need is immediately referred. e centre is a successful
‘Churches Together’ project but has distanced the poor
and homeless from the parish. Worse, we are no longer
permied to welcome our neighbour unless they appear
within strict guidelines that maintain professional
boundaries. ose who fall outside must immediately be
referred into diocesan procedures to be dealt with by
‘professionals.’ Professionals for the addicted; professionals for the abused; professionals for the homeless; professionals for the gender-confused; the police for anyone
vaguely threatening; social services for anyone showing
sign of trauma... those who would ‘love their neighbour’
and assist are instructed to not become involved ‘for their
own protection.’ Procedure must be followed or PCCs become vulnerable to legal aion, their insurance invalid.
e response to the stranger, to those who look in the
least deerate, is systematized and secularized. e im-

It is time to reclaim our churches for God and our
parishes for Christ and his mission to the poor. e tools
of the Anglo-Catholic Crusade for such ministry are simply waiting for someone to pick them up again. I am not
referring to the political movement, which was ill advised, and neither am I, as Bishop North puts it, ‘so busy

The man disappeared, perhaps to prison,
perhaps to Poland. Or perhaps he was
taken up to heaven, in which case he made
a sorry report.

looking back at the church’s past that we fail to see ahead
to God’s future.’ As Bishop North also recognized: ‘In
order to turn the world upside down we need to turn the
church upside down.’ e Anglo-Catholic Crusade did
precisely that. e parish breakfast, the parish dinner, the
parish meeting, the town hall, the church loved as the
House of God, the charismatic Anglo-Catholic ministry:
all seem to me to be awaiting their moment to transform
our parishes with visionary zeal once again. ey deliver
the ‘listening’ and radical parishes that Bishop North advocates. At its heart you will find not fear of our neighIt is time to reclaim our churches for God
bour but the love of God—which is as well, for the fate
and our parishes for Christ and his mission of my grandfather, and the fate of Christ himself, awaits.
e church will not take lightly to being turned upside
to the poor.
down. Yet for its own sake, it must be. rough the fire
of the Holy Spirit, let our hearts be prepared to see it
penetrable ‘boundaries’ of professional ‘procedure’ results through. ND
in fear both inside the vicarage and in the pews, through
which the love of God for the dispossessed is not allowed
Dr David M. Wilson is a churchwarden of St Peter’s,
to penetrate. In such ways many parishes are both imFolkeﬆone and Lay Chair of Forward in Faith in the
poverished by the demands of centralized services and
Diocese of Canterbury.
disenfranchised by those same services from any direct mission to the
poor. Lucky are the parishes wealthy
enough to have escaped this trap.
is must end if the average church is
ever to recover its ministry. Love for
the poor begins in the pews not in
Diocesan House or with social services. In response to the resulting crisis
of vacuity, churches are being encouraged to become banks, concert halls,
community centres, coﬀee shops, post
oﬃces, and delivery centres for diocesan professionals charged with ‘community engagement.’ All of these
might be worthy additional uses for
church halls, but they are also part of
the slippery slope of secularization for
any House of God.
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faith of
our
fathers

Arthur Middleton on the reception of Holy Communion

I

n Durham Essays and Addresses,
For Bishop Beveridge the frequency of we can, especially considering that the
Michael Ramsey discusses the Holy Communion stems from the prac- oftener we remember Him, the better
gains and losses of the Parish Com- tice of the apostles and primitive Chris- we shall believe in Him. For by frequent
munion Movement, in which there is tians and then from the reason of the receiving of His most blessed body and
much that made him uneasy. In some thing and the end of the institution. The blood, that faith whereby we do it, being
parishes there is a theological and litur- apostles received this holy sacrament frequently exercised, is thereby more
gical sense of purpose and meaning in ‘whensoever they met together upon a and more confirmed, and by consethe mind of priest and people, which religious account; yea, so as that it seems quence all other graces and virtues
makes for a sense of awe and reverence. to have been the principal end of their whatsoever being derived by faith from
There is a note of discipline: the comHim, are thereby made more strong and
municants are trained and taught to previgorous in us.’
pare themselves. In other parishes, all
We see ‘what great reason our Church
this may be largely absent. Ramsey felt
had to appoint the communion-service
that if the Parish Communion Moveto be used every Lord’s day and holy-day
ment was followed with uncritical enin the year, that all her members, who
thusiasm it might leave out of sight some
desire it, might at all such times have an
very important elements in the religion
opportunity to receive this holy sacraof older generations. One danger he unment.’ He regrets the practice of those
derlined lies in connection with the docwho only receive it three times a year, to
trine of communion.
avoid the penalty of the law, which only
A new tendency is to emphasize that
illustrates how far we are fallen from the
Holy Communion is ‘corporate’ so that
zeal and piety both of the primitive
we must speak of ‘our communion’ and
Christians and our first reformers.
suspect the phrase ‘my communion.’ A
His first concern is with a right undertruth is here being recovered, but receivstanding of the Apostle’s words ‘He that
ing Holy Communion is also a ‘responeateth and drinketh unworthily, eateth
sible act of an individual and it is an act meeting, especially upon the Lord’s day and drinketh damnation to himself,’ befull of awe and dread. If Holy Commun- when they received this sacrament at cause people have mistakenly believed
ion unites a man with his fellows, it does least on the first day of every week.’ For that, if they are not worthy to receive the
at the same time set him alone with his the apostles and primitive Christians sacrament and do so, they are damned.
Lord as at the hour of death and the day this sacrament is the chief part of their Paul does not mean this: the word
of judgement.’
public devotions: ‘insomuch that they ‘damnation’ only means ‘judgement.’ It
Ramsey contrasts the awe of the indi- never held any religious assemblies, means ‘that they who eat and drink unvidual’s approach to Holy Communion without the celebration of it; and if any- worthily’ are obnoxious to the judgment
among earlier Tractarians and evangeli- one went away without receiving it, he of God for so doing, as all they are who
cals, which ‘stands in stark contrast to was censured by the church for it.’ They either pray, or hear, or do any other duty
the ease with which our congregations looked upon themselves as obliged to do otherwise than they ought to do it.
come tripping to the altar week by week.’ this in remembrance of him, as often as
He is not speaking of the qualificaThe bishop sees such an approach to they met together to worship and to tions of the person receiving but his
Holy Communion as having an hon- serve God.
manner of doing it, having in mind the
ourable place in Christian history, and
If we consider the end of the institu- disorders and divisions among the
suggested reading and pondering the tion, we will find that we ought to re- Corinthians in their Christian assemlong exhortation in the Prayer Book ceive this sacrament as often as we blies. Their sin was to eat the Lord’s SupCommunion service. It stresses
per as if it had been common
‘how the reception of Commun- For the apostles and primitive Christians food, without respect or referion is dreadful as well as preence to Christ’s mystical body
this sacrament is the chief part of their and
cious, and reminds us of the
blood so that they over-ate
public devotions.
need for confession of sin and
and over-drank. This is ‘eating
the possibility of the ‘benefit of
and drinking unworthily’ as if it
absolution.’ A priest’s responsibility is not possibly can, ‘for seeing it was ordained was not Christ’s body and blood, but
to make people into ‘communicants,’ but in remembrance of Christ, and seeing we common meat and drink, ‘expressing no
‘to bring them (and ourselves) into union cannot possibly remember Him too more regard or reverence towards it,
with our Lord by the careful use of Com- often who laid down His life for us, it than they do to bread or wine at their
munion, prayer, and penitence.’
must needs be our duty to do it as oft as own tables.’ ND
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A Courtyard in Jerusalem
Ann George attends a very Anglican service, albeit with surprises in store

A

t the end of 2017 I started to transfer my
2018 appointments into my new diary
and my eyes fell on the little note: Week
of Prayer for Christian Unity. I have many memories jostling around that phrase, and most of them
are connected to Jerusalem one way or another. I
remember the deep chill of a Jerusalem winter,
when you understand why you had been told in
England during the previous July to pack your
warmest winter coat. I remember three Christmas
lunches eaten in the courtyard with my arms bare
to the wintry sun, as warm as an English summer,
then the temperature plummeting at sunset, my
cosy room like a hobbit’s house with its thick walls
keeping in the warmth from the single-barred little
electric heater.
Before my stay in Jerusalem I had had little experience of services outside those featured in the Book of
Common Prayer and later, the English Missal. I remember my
first attendance at a Week of Prayer for Christian Unity event:
a Roman Catholic mass in Eastbourne in the early 1970s,
where the church was obviously struggling with its image after
Vatican II. I had been conscripted into the choir, but actually
there were only a few unknown hymns to sing and no mass
setting, and I was amazed at the time that it was not considered necessary for any of the choir to go up to the communion
rail, let alone a member of the Church of England to be given
a blessing. In the early 1990s I was offered more heady fare at
Ealing Abbey’s mass during the Week of Prayer, but in between, living abroad, I had worshipped in a wide range of
churches of the Anglican Communion.
All this experience was nothing compared to the amazing
variety of Christian worship offered every day in Jerusalem.
From the secretive, exclusive Messianic Jewish congregations
to the flamboyant Millenniarism of some of the house groups,
from the sedate BCP 8 o’clock service at the Anglican Cathedral to the Easter dance on the roof of the Holy Sepulchre by
the Ethiopian Orthodox Church congregation, the roving worshipper is encouraged to consider that there are many, many
ways of coming to Jesus, and many churches proudly bearing
much longer pedigrees than one’s own.
First of all, not just one or two experiences were offered
each time the Week of Prayer came round; no, indeed; each
day of the week there was a service offered, perhaps in the
sweet little Syrian Orthodox monastery of St Mark in the Old
City, which is built on one of the two sites revered as the place
of the Last Supper, or perhaps you might find yourself in the
Russian Compound behind the Town Hall in West Jerusalem
where you can hear the wonderful men’s voices of the Russian
Metropolitan Cathedral. I remember the Baptist Church
being on the list and the imposing Lutheran Church of the Redeemer, too, but surprise, surprise, I didn’t take up those particular opportunities.

But the most important thing to do is to worship in these
places. Jerusalem, I decided, was not a religious supermarket.
If you go into God’s house and attend a service, you need to
pay serious attention. This is not easy, as most of the orthodox
liturgies in particular are likely to last 3 hours or so, it is standing room only, and the service is rarely translated into a modern language, and, if translated, will probably be in Arabic or
possibly French. I went to these services with the desire to
keep a watching, prayerful brief on the service itself, but at the
same time, to say my own prayers.
And this is exactly what my Orthodox friends did at their
services. They rarely attended the whole of the liturgy, but
often timed their arrival for the sanctus procession, had several
favoured icons where they lit candles at different points in the
service, and took the antidoron (the blessed but not consecrated bread) at the end of the liturgy. Never once did I attend
an Orthodox liturgy with friends when they actually made
their communion. My Armenian friends only made their
communion 3 times a year: Christmas, Easter and their birthdays.
Taking all this into account, I am sure that you can imagine how many confused people there were in these churches
during the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity in Jerusalem.
Much whispered explanation had to be done at times by helpful local worshippers, which could also, of course, be very distracting. It was not all joy, but a real exercise in Christian
charity to keep myself from being frustrated by the sometimes
inane questions that were being hissed around me.
But there was the real joy, however, of being able to take
the antidoron, and not just take it for myself, for it is customary to take a big enough piece so that you can share it with
someone who has been unable to attend the liturgy. Many
times I have made my way back to the courtyard after a service, found Auntie at the round white plastic table sitting over
her cigarette and her cup of coffee, huddled in her cardigans,
and I broke my piece of bread and shared it with her. ND
Ann George is a member of FinF Council
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FROM THE ARCHIVE: LAMBETH OBITUARY
December 1998 saw the demise of a long running, and entirely fictitious, saga in the pages of New Directions
with the untimely death of Andrew Armitage-Shanks

T

he recently appointed Bishop of Twyford, The Rt
Revd Andrew Armitage-Shanks, has died tragically
as a result of a flying accident in his episcopal area at
the age of 49.
Andrew William Cameron Armitage-Shanks was born
Andrew Carson Shanks, the son of a Presbyterian plumber in
the northern suburbs of Belfast. He distinguished himself academically from an early age, winning a scholarship from his
school, Elm Road to the Queen’s University, from which he
graduated with a second class in Mechanical Engineering. He
was later admitted as a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered
Surveyors.
The young Shanks looked set for the modestly successful
career in construction engineering which had been his father’s
ambition for him when, in 1970 he met and married Robyn
Cecily Frances Alexander, daughter of the Bishop of Galway,
Ballinsloe, Limerick, Kilarney, Cork, Kilkenny, Waterford,
Wexford, Wicklow and Dungarvon, and great granddaughter
of William Alexander, Archbishop of Armagh. This alliance
brought with it a decaying eighteenth century property on the
Dingle peninsula, access to the Anglo-Irish ascendancy, a bank
account with Coutts, and conversion to the Anglican faith.
It was quickly decided that his ecclesiastical connections
rendered a career in the Church advisable, and Shanks entered
Westcott House, Cambridge where he did not especially distinguish himself. Though rather gloomy and dour of appearance in later life, the young Andrew bore a striking
resemblance to Rupert Brooke, in consequence of which,
whilst still a student, he attracted the attention of a former
Vicar of Great St Mary’s, Bishop Mervyn Stockwood. He was
rapidly ordained deacon and priest (in the bishop’s private
chapel), placed in a curacy in East Dulwich and assigned an
industrial chaplaincy at Peake Frean’s, the biscuit manufacturers. For the first two years of his ministry, says Michael De-laNoye in his biography of Stockwood, Shanks (though not
Bobby, his wife) was a regular visitor to 38, Tooting Bec Gardens, where he shared with Michael Mayne the task of ironing
the episcopal pyjamas.
This was to be Shank’s only experience of parochial life. In
a career ably planned by his wife, he served, in an administrative capacity, some of the great figures of late twentieth-century Anglicanism - David Jenkins, Robert Runcie and George
Carey. Never distinguished as a preacher - his sermons were
pedestrian, shapeless, anecdotal and inexcusably protracted Shanks found his vocation as the author (or co-author) of most
of the reports which were such a feature of the Church of England in the seventies and eighties. ‘People and Places’ ,1976
dealt with parochial reorganisation and the sale of oversized
parsonages, a subject to which he returned in 1978 (‘Housing
the Clergy for a new Age’); 1980 (‘Pastoral Housing’); and
1985 (‘Funding the Future’)
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He became an acknowledged expert on pastoral reorganisation and mission, an expertise which he shared with the
wider church in Reports like ‘Growing Forward’ (1979); ‘Contracting to Expand’ (1983); ‘The Great Leap Forward’ (1987.
Though none of these reports was actually implemented, their
underlying rationale (which Shanks himself described as ‘drifting diminution’) had a profound impact on the way the
Church of England perceives itself today.
Shank’s appointment, in 1981 as Archdeacon-at-Lambeth,
a newly-created post which suited his peculiar talents, gave
him scope. His mission to release a group of Anglican school
teachers held hostage as victims of Saddam Hussein’s campaign to end multi-faith teaching in Cof E schools made him
something of media hero. When he himself was taken hostage
(and accidentally shot in the foot) he returned to public acclaim and was awarded a formal de-briefing at RAF Brize Norton.
Shank’s tenure at Lambeth began with the launch of the
Church Suburban Fund - a bold attempt to improve the educational prospects of children brought up on housing estates
with a high proportion of bay windows and subscriptions to
the Reader’s Digest. The no-punches-pulled report ‘By-passing
the By-pass’ which led to the establishment of the fund was
condemned as ‘creeping Marxism’ by several cabinet ministers,
which secured the Archdeacon’s place as an after-lunch
speaker on the Rotary Club circuit, and his election to the
Council of the Modern Churchperson’s Union.
Shanks was a major influence in the strategy and planning
of the Archbishop of Canterbury’s overseas agenda. Indeed it
was he who first saw the usefulness of sending the Archbishop
to foreign parts for six months of the twelve. Among Shank’s
triumphs were the colourful trip to the upper Amazon, climaxing in the inauguration of the new autonomous Anglican
Province of Amazonia (four bishops, six archdeacons and 763
communicants); and the Archbishop’s dramatic mercy-dash
to the UN to offer his services in East Timor. If the Archbishop has come to be seen as a world spiritual leader of towering stature, then that is in large measure due to the wise
guidance of Andrew Armitage-Shanks.

In more recent years, however, Shanks had begun to feel
the strain of demanding work in the crucible of the People’s
Church. It was no secret among the religious affairs correspondents that he viewed the appointment of Dr. William Beavers
as Communication Officer an unwarranted intrusion into a
sphere of responsibility which had long been his own. The war
of words between them became one of the more entertaining
aspects of life on Great Smith Street.
Nor was the Lambeth Conference of 1998 a happy experience for Shanks. Accusations that he had been involved in a
Lambeth Palace plot to bribe the Primus of the Scottish Episcopal Church to be polite to the Archbishop of Canterbury
proved embarrassing. Friends noted his subdued manner on
campus and the amount of time he spent at the clerical outfitting displays in the Resources Tent. There were those,
Shanks had came to believe (including his wife and her
brother, the recently appointed Bishops of Sligo, Londonderry,
Coleraine Ballymena Carrickfergus, Portadown and Downpatrick) who thought him a failure. Many of his Westcott contemporaries were now bishops. All that seemed to lie ahead
for him was some clerical dead-end, like the Deanery of St.
Paul’s. Then the news was leaked that he had been passed over
for a nominated place on the Archbishops’ Council. It was during this period of depression that he confessed to a close friend

that he was almost prepared to cast caution to the winds and
admit that he had always had doubts about women’s ordination.
Fortunately his appointment as bishop of Twyford was announced in time to prevent such desperate measures, and
Shanks, whose previous experience of country life had been
restricted to occasional wet weekends in Dingle, was soon to
be seen in Simpson’s of Piccadilly buying brogues, tweeds and
barbours for the new part. Though his was only to be a suffragan see, he would at last be able to hold his own at the dinner
table (overlooked by indifferent portraits of Church of Ireland
prelates) at his in-laws interminable Christmases in County
Laios.
Shanks entered enthusiastically on his episcopal duties
(too enthusiastically, as some concluded, for the rural backwater to which he had been called). It was whilst descending in a
hot-air balloon for a visitation of the United Benefice of Much
Hadam with Birston, Pulbury, Capstick, Carston and the
Drippings that he fell to his unfortunate death. He leaves a
wife, Robyn (‘Bobby’) and two daughters, both actively involved in the of the Church, Mrs Rowena Stock and the Revd
Dr Josephine Armitage-Shanks, chaplain of Dives College,
Cambridge. ND

Longjohns’ Song
1
I am the very model of a buccaneering miracle
I’ve knowledge that is erudite, historical and lyrical
You cannot fault my reasoning in matters theoretical
I know the church’s history, both accepted and heretical.
I’m very well-acquainted too with matters theological
And Apostolic Nuncios in order chronological
I’m full of information from the Almanack of Whitaker….
Ah! With many jolly facts about the Aeropagitica.
I’ve a smattering of skill from aeronautics to ecology
And lots of stuff to say about vexatious eschatology
In short in matters erudite, historical and lyrical
I am the very model of a buccaneering miracle.
2
I’m very well acquainted too with matters in the music zone
I entertain the punters with my energetic baritone
My take on Pagliacci is well known as a work of art
I rapturously improvise a Buxtehude pedal part.
Then I can yodel Lohengrin in twenty-seven different keys
And do a Tesco trolley dash while humming Mephistopheles
I manage all the patter sings in fluent Esperanto rhyme…
Ah! And cope with all the rubbish that you’re getting in this
pantomime.

Then I can guess which keys the congregation might be passing
through
And sing a page of plainsong without putting all the clefs in too
In short, in matters musical, contortionist and lyrical
I am the very model of a buccaneering miracle.
3
In fact, when port and starboard bows have reasonable parity
And I can tell the prow from stern with some degree of clarity
I cope with the seafaring terms of navigation history
And the purpose of the poop deck is no longer such a mystery
When I have got a better grip of pirate terminology
And clearer understanding of freebooting vexillology
My lowered self-esteem will get a booster when at last I find…
Ah! The proper definition of that well-known phrase ‘avast-behind’
When I can name a single bit of woodwork on the Temeraine
You’ll say that Captain Longjohns is a pirate extraordinaire
But still in matters erudite and musical and lyrical
I am the very model of a buccaneering miracle.

This song written by Anne Kennedy was first performed at St
Stephen’s Lewisham as part of their annual pantomime which in
2017 was ‘Neverland or Bridge over the River Quaggy’ (Reviewed
by Thurifer in this month’s Diary). It is sung to the tune of Major
General Stanley’s song from Gilbert and Sullivan’s Operetta Pirates of Penzance.
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touching place

S ANDREw, BOOTHBY PAGNELL, LINCS

P

ronounced Boothby Painell, according to Henry Thorold, the village is in the high ground to the S
of Grantham, not far from the East Coast
Main Line. There’s been a church on the
site since Saxon times; in the late 12th c. an
earlier nave had a tower and short N and
S aisles added to it. The early 14th c saw the
N aisle extended as well as the chancel.
The clerestory was added, followed later
by the S aisle and tower top.
This gives no idea of what hits you when
you cross the threshold, for in 1896 another of the extensive Thorold family
(Mrs. Cecil Thorold, who lived at the
Hall) paid for the restoration by one of the
greatest Victorian architects, John Loughborough Pearson, one of his last works.
The restoration went beyond the fabric to include roodscreen and
gates, organ case, vestments, frontals, banners and plate, plus Clayton
and Bell glass. The gorgeous triptych reredos was carved by the greatest carver of the day, Nathaniel Hitch, who worked extensively across
the land, notably in the rood and the loft figures at Llanfilo (Powys)
in the late 1920s. At Boothby Pagnell, though, his work was richly
coloured.
‘Gloriously restored and refurnished’, it is ‘an interior not to be forgotten’ wrote Henry Thorold. Go there and just agree with him.

Map reference: - SJ SK972308
Simon Cotton

Forms of words for making a bequest to FiF in your Will
I GIVE to FORWARD IN FAITH of 2A The Cloisters, Gordon
Square, London WC1H 0AG the sum of ___________________
pounds (£
) and I DIRECT that the receipt of the Treasurer or other proper officer of Forward in Faith shall be good
and sufficient discharge to my Executor.
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or I GIVE the residue of my estate to FORWARD IN FAITH of
2A The Cloisters, Gordon Square, London WC1H 0AG and I DIRECT that the receipt of the Treasurer or other proper officer of
Forward in Faith shall be good and sufficient discharge to my Executor.

parish directory
continued
LONDON Nw3 All Hallows Gospel Oak, Hampstead,
NW3 2LD A Society Parish under the Bishop of Fulham SParish
Mass each Sunday at 10am. For further details: Prebendary
David Houlding SSC
LONDON Nw9 Kingsbury St Andrew A Society Parish
under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Fulham Sunday: Sung
Mass 10.30am, Thursday Mass 10am – both followed by refreshments. Tube toWembley Park then 83 Bus (direction Golders Green) to
Tudor Gardens Contact: Fr.Jason Rendell on 020 8205 7447 or
standrews.kingsbury@london.anglican.org www.standrewskingsbury.org.uk

LONDON SE11 4BB St Agnes Kennington Park, St Agnes
Place. Under the Episcopal care of the Bishop of Fulham. 8 minutes
walk from both Kennington and the Oval tube stations (Northern line)
Sunday: 10am Solemn Mass. Daily Mass: Mon to Fri 10am - Bible
Study after Mass on Wed. stagneskenningtonpark.co.uk 020
7820 8050 frpaulensor@btconnect.com
LONDON SE13 St Stephen, Lewisham (opposite Lewisham
Station) A Forward in Faith Parish under the episcopal care of the
Bishop of Fulham. Sunday: Mass 8am, Parish Mass 10am. Weekdays: Mon 10am, Tues 9am, Wed 12.15pm, Thurs 10.15am, Fri
12.15pm, Sat 10am Parish Priest: Fr Philip Corbett - 07929
750054
LONDON SE18 St Nicholas - the Ancient Parish
Church - St Nicholas Road, Plumstead. A Society Parish under the
episcopal care of the Bishop of Fulham. Masses: Solemn Sung
11am; Mon 12 noon; Tu es 12 noon; Wed 9.30am; Fri 12 noon;
Sat 10am. Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament half an hour before every Mass apart from Sunday. Modern rite, traditional ceremonial. Parish Priest: Fr Andrew Stevens 020 8854 0461
LONDON SE 26 All Saints, Sydenham A Society Parish
under the care of the Bishop of Fulham. Grade II listed Church
with stunning Fellowes-Pryne interior. Sunday - 10.30am
Solemn Mass with Sunday School. Weekday Services as advertised. Parish Priest Fr.Philip Smith 0208 7783065.
LONDON Sw1 St Gabriel, Pimlico Sunday: Mass 8am; Sung
Parish Mass 10:30am. 6pm Choral Evensong (termtime). 7.30pm
Mass. Midweek Mass: Tues 9.30am, Wed 7pm, Thurs 7:30am, Fri
10am, Sat 9:30am. www.st-gabriels.com
LONDON Sw7 St Stephen, Gloucester Road (entrance in
Southwell Gardens) A Fulham Jurisdiction Parish. Modern rite, traditional ceremonial, gospel preaching and good music. Sunday:
Masses 9am and 11am (Solemn). Daily Mass: Tues 11am, Wed
7pm, Thur 10am, Fri 1.15pm, Sat 10am. Rosary - 2nd and 4th
Saturday at 10.30am. Fr.Philip Barnes SSC Contact: 020 7370
3418 www.saint-stephen.org.uk
LONDON Sw11 The Ascension, Lavender Hill. Famous and
flourishing ABC Parish, in the Fulham Jurisdiction. Inspiring
liturgy with modern rites, traditional ceremonial, fervent preaching and good music. Sunday: High Mass 11am. Weekday Mass:
Wednesday 7.30pm. Rosary: Saturday 11.30am. SOLW Cell organises pilgrimage, social and fundraising activities. Parish
Priest: Fr Iain Young 020 7228 5340
LONDON Sw19 All Saints, SouthWimbledon. Society Parish
Under the Episcopal Care of the Bishop of Fulham. Sunday
Solemn Mass 11am. For other masses and services contact Fr
Christopher Noke 020 8948 7986, the church oﬃce 020 8542
5514 or see www.allsaintswimbledon.org.uk/
LONDON wC1 Christ the King, Gordon Square The Forward
in Faith Church. Mon to Fri: Mass at 12.30pm, plus: Thur at 12
noon: Angelus followed by Exposition of the Blessed Sacrament
until 12.25pm. Other services: as announced. Contact the FiF Office on 020 7388 3588 or email:
chaplain@forwardinfaith.com
MANCHESTER Failsworth The Church of the Holy Family. A Society Parish. Sunday Mass : 9.15am. For other Sunday
and Weekday Services or further information please contact the
Churchwardens - Peter French 0161 684 7422 or Jacqui Weir :
0797 4340682

MANCHESTER The Parish of Swinton and Pendlebury: All Saints, Wardley; Saint Augustine, Pendlebury;
Saint Peter, Swinton. A Society Parish. Sunday Masses: 8am
and 5.30pm (SP), Sung at 9.30am (AS), 10.30am (SP) and 11am
(SA). Daily Mass in Parish. Clergy Fr.Jeremy Sheehy 0161 794
1578 and Fr.Michael Fish 0161 794 4298., Parish Oﬃce: 0161 727
8175 email: paroﬀsandp@btconnect.com
MIDDLESBROUGH The Church of St Columba Sunday:
Mass 9.30am. Daily Mass. St John the Evangelist Sunday
Mass 11am. For further information contact Fr Stephen Cooper
01642 824779
NORTH YORK MOORS S. Leonard, Loftus and S. Helen,
Carlin How. Situated on the Cleveland Coast. Sunday - Mass at Carlin
How 9am and at Loftus 10.30am. Further details on our website
www.loftusparish.co.uk Parish Priest Fr. Adam Gaunt 01287
644047
OXFORD St John the Evangelist, New Hinksey (1 mile from
the city centre;Vicarage Road, OX1 4RE) A Society Parish under the
care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday: Parish Mass 10.30am.
Contact - 01865 245879 or www. acny.org.uk/467 Come and
discover Oxford’s hidden Comper Church!
OXFORD St.Barnabas and St Thomas. Services: Saturdays
5.30pm Vigil Mass (St.Thomas). Sundays 8.00am Low Mass,
(St.Barnabas), 9:15am Matins (St.Thomas), 10.30am Parish
Mass(St.Barnabas), 6.30pm Evening Prayer (St.Barnabas). For
Daily Mass see website: www.sbarnabas.org.uk. Parish
priest: Fr Jonathan Beswick 01865 557530
PLYMOUTH SACRED HEART, ST JOHN THE EVANGELIST, wITH ST SIMON, AND ST MARY THE VIRGIN. A Society Parish under the Episcopal Care of the Bishop of
Ebbsfleet. St John, Sunday 11am (sung), Thursday 10am (said);
St Mary, Sunday 9.30am (said), Wednesday 11am (said); St
Simon, Tuesday 10am (said). Feast days as appropriate. Pastoral care - Fr.S.Philpott. email: frphilpott@gmail.com
email: churchofstjohn1@btconnect.com
www. sacredheartplymouth.co.uk
READING St Giles-in-Reading, Southampton Street (next to
the Oracle). Medieval church. Forward in Faith, aﬃliated with The
Society. Sunday: Mattins - 10am; Parish Mass with Sunday
School - 10.30am; Evensong - 5.30pm; Low Mass 6pm. Daily Offices and Daily Mass. Friday Bible Study at 11.30am. Regular
study groups, see our website.. Parish Priest: Fr David Harris 0118
957 2831 www.sgilesreading.org.uk
ST.LEONARD'S-on-SEA Christ Church with St Mary
Magdalen and St.Peter and St.Paul. Daily Mass 10:30am and
6pm. Sunday Mass 8am Parish Mass 10:15am. Solemnities
Solemn Mass 7pm. Fr Luke Irvine-Capel SSC. Rector and Parish
Priest www.christchurchstleonards.co.uk
SALISBURY St Martin – the oldest Church in Salisbury. We
can be found in St. Martin’s Church Street just over the inner city
ring road. Walk up St. Ann Street from the Close and through the
tunnel. A Society Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of
Ebbsfleet.Sunday: Mass at 8:00am, Parish Mass at 11:00am. For
further information about the Daily Oﬃce, weekday mass and
confession see www.sarumstmartin.org.uk. or call
01722503123. Parish Priest: Fr. David Fisher. 01722 500896
SCARBOROUGH St Saviour with All Saints, A FiF Parish
aﬃliated to the Society of Ss Wilfrid and Hilda and under the
Episopal Care of the Bishop of Beverley. Sunday Mass 10am with
refreshments to follow. Evening Prayer 4.30pm. Evening Prayer
and Benediction on the last Sunday of the month. Weekday
masses: Monday 2pm Thursday 10.15am Saturday 9.30am.
Major Festivals times vary. Fr David Dixon 01723 363828
frdavidstmart@gmail.com
stsaviour-scarborough.org.uk
SHREwSBURY All Saints with St Michael, North Street
(near Shrewsbury railway station). A Society Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Resolutions ABC. Sunday:
Mass 10.30am. For daily Mass times or further information, contact Fr.Paul Lockett SSC 01 743 357862

SOUTH BENFLEET, Essex St Mary the Virgin FiF under
the pastoral care of The Bishop of Richborough. Sundays 10am
Parish Mass, other service highlights: Wed 7.30pm Mass and Exposition; Sat 9am Mass & Rosary, Family Masses as announced.
Friendly Faith and Worship. Parish Priest: Fr Leslie Drake SSC
SPENNYMOOR, CO. DURHAM St Andrew, Tudhoe
Grange, DL16 6NE A parish of the Society, under the care of the
Bishop of Beverley; Sundays: 9am Sung Mass, 2pm-4pm 'Sunday
Club' for children ages 4-12, 6pm Evensong (with Benediction on
1st Sunday of month); Weekday Masses: Tues 7pm, Thurs
9.30am.Parish Priest: Fr John Livesley SSC - 01388 814817
STAFFORD St.Peter, Rickerscote. A Society Parish. Sunday Parish Mass 10.15am, 3rd Sunday 3.30pm Benediction. For further information contact Fr.David Baker SSC 01 785 259656
STOKE-ON-TRENT, LONGTON SS Mary and Chad. A
Society Parish. Sunday: Parish Mass 10am. Weekdays: Mon
10am, Tues 6.30pm, Wed 10am, Thur 11.30am, Fri 6.30pm. Confessions after any Mass or by appointment. Fr Kevin Palmer Parish Oﬃce - 01782 313142 - www.ssmaryandchad.com
STOKE-ON-TRENT, SMALLTHORNE St Saviour. ABC.
Convenient for Alton Towers & the Potteries. Parish Mass Sunday
11.00am. For details of Children's Church see website. Weekdays:
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday 09.30, Wednesday noon.
Contact Fr.Andrew Swift 01 782 827889 frandrew@smallthorne.org www.smallthorne.org
twitter@SSaviours
SUNDERLAND St Mary Magdalene, Wilson Street, Millfield.
A Society Parish under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverley. Sunday: Parish Mass 10.30am, Benediction 6.30pm, Mass
7pm. Weekdays Mass: Mon and Wed 10.30am, Tues and Thur
7.30pm, Fri 7.30am, Sat 10am. Rosary Thur 7.15pm, Sat 6.15pm.
Confessions: Sat 6.30pm or by appointment. Parish Priest: Fr
Beresford Skelton 0191 565 6318 www.st-marymagdalene.co.uk Visit our Facebook page
SUNDERLAND St.Aiden, Sunderland ,SR2 9RS. A parish of
the Society under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Beverley.
Sunday: Parish Mass 10.00 am, Evensong 6.00 pm. Weekday
Masses: Mon, Wed, Sat 9.30am, Tues 1.00pm, Thurs 7.30, Fri
8.00am. Rosary Mon 5.30 pm. Confessions Sat 6.00 pm. Contact:
Fr David Raine SSC: 0191 5143485, farvad@sky.com
SUTTON All Saints, Benhilton A Parish of the Sociey in the
care of the Bishop of Fulham. Sunday: Low Mass 8am, Solemn
Mass 9.30am (except Second Sundays: 8:30 a.m. Low Mass,10:00
a.m. Family Mass). Daily Mass - Wed 10am , Sat 10am. Churchwardens: Mrs Linda Roots (020 8644 7271), Mrs Carolyn Melius
(020 8642 4276)
SwINDON Parish of Swindon New Town A Society Parish
under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday
masses: 9.00am S. Saviour's; 10.30am S. Mark's;10.30am S.
Luke's. Weekday masses as advertised. Contact 01793 538220
swindonnewtown@btinternet.com
TAUNTON Holy Trinity, Trinity St,Taunton,TA1 3JG. Society
Parish. Modern Catholic liturgy. Musical tradition. Sunday Services 8,10 & 6.30. Daily Mass. Fr Julian Laurence SSC, Vicar, Fr
Adam Burnham, Curate. See website for full details of services
and events holytrinitytaunton.org
TIPTON, west Midlands St John the Evangelist,
Upper Church Lane, DY4 9ND. A Society Parish under the episcopal
care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sunday 9.30am Parish Mass;
11.00am Mass with Sunshine Club for children; 4pm Evening
Prayer. Daily Mass: Monday & Thursday 7.30pm; Wednesday
9.30am; Friday 6pm; Saturday 10am & Confessions at 10.30am.
www.fifparish.com/ stjohntipton Parish Priest: Fr Simon
Sayer CMP 0121 679 7510
TIVIDALE, Oldbury, west Midlands St. Michael
the Archangel, Tividale Road and Holy Cross, Ashleigh Road. Society Parish. Sunday Worship: Parish Mass 11am (St.Michael's),
Evening Mass 6pm (Holy Cross). Contact Fr.Martin Ennis 01 384
257888 frmennis@gmail.com,
www.vicaroftividale.co.uk
wALSALL St Gabriel’s, Fullbrook,Walstead Road,Walsall, oﬀ
Junc.7 or 9 of M6. Resolutions ABC. Sunday: 8am Mass, 10am
Parish Mass, 4pm Evening Prayer, 5pm Evening Mass. Daily Mass.
Parish Priest: Fr Mark McIntyre 01922 622583

Continued on next page
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wALSINGHAM St Mary & All Saints, Church Street. A Society
and Forward in Faith Parish under the Episcopal care of the
Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Solemn Mass, 11.00 am Weekdays: Contact: Fr Andrew Mitcham SSC, 01328 821316
www.walsinghamparishes.org.uk
wEDNESBURY, west Bromwich St Francis of Assisi, Friar ParkWS10 0HJ (5 minutes from junc 9 of M6) Sunday: Mass
9.45am. Weekday Mass: Tues and Thur 9.30am, Wed and Fri
7.30pm, Sat 10am. Lively worship in the Modern Catholic Tradition, with accessible preaching, and a stunning gem of a church
beautifully restored. Parish Clergy: Fr Ron Farrell: 0121 556 5823
or Fr.Gary Hartill 0121 505 3954- Visit us at www. saintfrancisfriarpark.com
wELLINGBOROUGH St Mary the Virgin, Knox Road
(near BR station) A Society Parish under the episcopal care of the
Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Mass 10.30am. Daily Mass and
Oﬃce. For further information see our Website: www. stmarywellingborough.org.uk

wEST KIRBY S. Andrew, Meols Drive,Wirral, CH48 5DQ. Sunday 8:00 am Low Mass; 10:30 am Sung Mass; Evensong 6:00 pm
Third Sunday. Daily Mass. Traditional ceremonial with a warm
welcome. Safe harbour in Wirral and Cheshire West, visitors welcome. Parish of The Society under the Pastoral Care of The
Bishop of Beverley Parish Priest Fr. Walsh. 0151 632 4728,
www.standrewswestKirby.co.uk e-mail: oﬃce@holytrinitywinchester.co.uk

wESTON super MARE All Saints with St Saviour, All
Saints Road, BS23 2NL. A Member of the Society under the episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet - All are welcome. Sundays:
9am Mass, 10.30am Parish Mass. Weekdays: 10am Mass (Wed,
Thur and Sat). Priest-in-Charge: Fr Andrew Hughes SSC 01934
204217 fatherandrew@sky.com - Parish Oﬃce 01934 415379 allsaintsandstsaviour@btconnect.com Visit our website www.allsaintswsm.org

wEYMOUTH St Paul, Abbotsbury Road DT4 0BJ Under the
episcopal care of the Bishop of Ebbsfleet. Sundays (usually):
Parish Mass 9.30am (creche and Sunday school); Informal Eucharist 11.15am; EP & Benediction 5pm (1st Sunday). For times
of daily and Holyday masses see www.stpaulsweymouth.org
or ring parish priest: Fr Richard Harper SSC 01305 778821.
wINCHESTER Holy Trinity. A Society Church under the
Episcopal care of the Bishop of Richborough. Sunday: Sung Mass
10.30am. Weekday Masses: Tues 10.30 am, Thur 12 noon. Contact: Churchwardens: Barbara Smith 01264 720887 or John
Purver 01 962 732351 - email: oﬃce@holytrinitywinches
ter.co.uk - website: www.holytrinitywinchester.co.uk
YORK All Saints, North Street (near Park Inn Hotel) A Society
Parish. Sunday: Low Mass 10.30 am, Sung or High Mass 5.30pm,
Thursday Low Mass 12.45 pm. Visitors to this beautiful medieval
church are always welcome; the church is normally open during
daylight hours. - website: www. allsaints-northstreet.org.uk
YORKSHIRE near Skipton. Three rural churches which
make up The Society parish of the Yorkshire Dales. Sundays:
THORNTON St Mary Sung Mass, modern rite 9.15am.
MARTON St Peter Prayer Book Holy Communion 10.45am.
BROUGHTON All Saints Evensong 7pm. HOLY wELL
Saturdays at Noon, summer. Canon Nicholas Turner ssc 01282
842332 bmtparish.co.uk

Diocesan
Directory
FiF, DIOCESE OF CANTERBURY resolutions parishes Deal
St Andrew 01 304 381131, Eastchurch All Saints 07702 199844,
Folkestone St Peter 01303 254472, Harbledown St Michael 01227
464117, Lydden St Mary 01304 822865, Maidstone St Michael
01622 752710, Ramsgate Holy Trinity 01843 593593, Rough Common St.Gabriel 01227 464117, Temple Ewell SS Peter and Paul
01304 822865,
FiF, DIOCESE OF CHESTER Chester St Oswald and St Thomas
of Canterbury, Fr.Stephen Sheridan 01 244 399990; Congleton St
James the Great, Society, Fr Colin Sanderson 01260 408203; Crewe
St Barnabas, Society, Fr Ralph Powell 01270 212418; Crewe St
Michael, Coppenhall, Society, Fr Charles Razzall 01270 215151;
Knutsford St John the Baptist, Society, Rev Nigel Atkinson 01565
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632834/755160; Liscard St Thomas the Apostle, Society, Fr Robert
Nelson 0151 630 2830, Stockport St Peter, Society, Fr Kenneth
Kenrick 0161 483 2483; West Kirby St Andrew, Society, Fr Peter
Walsh 0151 632 4728

1642; Royton St Paul, Society, Vacant contact Tony Hawkins
07792 601295; Salford St Paul, Society, Canon David Wyatt 0161
736 8868; Swinton and Pendlebury Society, Fr Jeremy Sheehy
0161 727 8175; Tonge Moor, Bolton St Augustine, Society, Fr
Tony Davies 01204 523899; Winton St Mary Magdalene, Society,
FiF, DIOCESE OF DERBY Calow: St.Peter, Fr.Kevin Ball, 01 246 Fr Ian Hall 0161 788 8991; Withington St Crispin, Society, Fr
462192; Derby: St Anne, Churchwarden Alison Haslam 01 332
Patrick Davies 0161 224 3452
362392; St Luke, Fr.Leonard Young 01 332 342806; St
FiF,
DIOCESE OF PORTSMOUTHFareham SS Peter and
Bartholomew, Fr.Leonard Young 01 332 342806; Hasland St Paul
Paul, Fareham Fr.Roger Jackson 01 329 281521; IOW: All Saints,
and Temple Normanton St James Fr Malcolm Ainscough 01246
232486; Ilkeston Holy Trinity, Bp Roger Jupp 0115 973 5168; Long Godshill, and St Alban, Ventnor Fr John Ryder 01983 840895;
Eaton St Laurence, Bp Roger Jupp 0115 973 5168; Staveley St John Good Shepherd, Lake, and St Saviour on the Cliﬀ, Shanklin,
Fr.David Lawrence-March 01 983 407928; Portsmouth: St James,
Baptist with Inkersall St Columba and Barrow Hill St Andrew:
Milton, Fr Paul Armstead 023 9273 2786; St Michael, Paulsgrove,
Fr.Stephen Jones, 01 246 498603
Fr Ian Newton 02392 378194; The Ascension, North End, Vacant
DIOCESE OF EXETER FiF Recommended Parishes: Abbot(Churchwarden 02392 660123); Southsea Holy Spirit, Fr Philip
sham St Helen, Churchwarden 01 237 420338; Babbacombe All Amey 023 9311 7159; Stamshaw St Saviour, vacant Churchwarden
Saints, Fr P.Jones 01803 323002; Barnstaple St Peter, Fr D
023 92643857
Fletcher 01271 373837; Bovey Tracey St John, Churchwarden 01
FiF, DIOCESE OF ROCHESTERBeckenham St Michael, 11am
626 821956 ; Exeter St Michael & All Angels, Heavitree; St
Sung Mass; Belvedere St Augustine, 10am Sung Mass; Swanley St
Lawrence, Lower Hill Barton Rd; St Paul, Burnthouse Lane; St
Mary, 10am Sung Mass; Bickley St George, 8am Low Mass,
Mary Steps, West Street, Fr R Eastoe 01392 677150; Great Tor10.30am Sung Mass; ChislehurstThe Annunciation, 8am Low
rington St Michael, Taddiport St Mary Magdalene, Fr.P.Bevan Mass, 10am Sung Mass; Elmers End St James, 9.15am Sung Mass,
01805 622166; Lewtrenchard St Peter, vacancy 01566 784008;
10am Sung Mass; Gillingham St Luke, Parish Mass 10.30am;
Newton Abbot St Luke, Milber, Fr.N.Debney 01 626 681259;
Higham St John, 9.30am Sung Mass; Sevenoaks St John, 8am Low
Paignton St John the Baptist with St Andrew & St Boniface Fr R
Carlton 01803 351866; Plymouth St Peter and the Holy Apostles Mass, 10am Sung Mass; Tunbridge Wells St Barnabas, 10am Sung
Fr.D.Way - 01 752 222007; Plymouth Mission Community of Our Mass; all contact details from Fr Clive Jones 020 8311 6307
Lady of Glastonbury St Francis, Honicknowle, St Chad,
FiF, DIOCESE OF ST ALBANS FiF Recommended Churches
Whitleigh, St Aidan, Ernesettle, Fr D Bailey 01752 773874; PlyBedford St Martin, Fr Pimenta 01234 357862; Bushey Heath St
mouth Sacred Heart Mission Community Parishes St John the
Peter, Fr Burton 020 8950 1424; Hemel Hempstead St Francis,
Evangelist; Sutton-on-Plym ; St Mary the Virgin, Laira; St.Simon, Hammerfield , Fr Weitzmann 01442 247503; Letchworth St
Mount Gould, Fr.Philpott, e-mail frphilpott@gmail.com; PlyMichael & St Mary, Fr Bennett 01462 684822; Luton: Holy Cross,
mouth Discovery Mission Community, St Bartholomew, Devon- Marsh Farm, vacant; Holy Trinity, Biscot, Fr Singh 01582 579410; St
port, St Mark, Ford & St Gabriel, Peverell Park Fr. R. Silk – 01752 Mary, Sundon & St Saviour, Fr Smejkal 01582 583076.(Please con562623; Torquay St Marychurch Fr R Ward 01803 269258;
tact clergy for details of services)
Torquay St Martin, Fr G Chapman 01803 327223; Torre All Saints,
FiF, DIOCESE OF ST EDMUNDSBURY and IPSwICH
Fr.P.March 01 803 312754
Heveningham Benefice in Interregnum; Ipswich St Mary at the
FiF, DIOCESE OF GUILDFORDAldershot St Augustine,
Elms, Fr.John Thackray 07780 613754. Sunday Mass 10.45amFr Keith Hodges 01252 320840, Hawley Holy Trinity and All
Mendlesham St Mary, Fr Philip Gray 01449 766359; Eye SS Peter
Saints, vacant 01 276 35287 - Please contact clergy for details or and Paul - The Rev.Dr.Guy Sumpter 01 379 871986.
www.forwardinfaith.info/guildford
FiF, DIOCESE OF SHEFFIELDBolton-on-Dearne St Andrew,
FiF, DIOCESE OF LEICESTERBlackfordby and Woodville va- Fr.Schaefer 01 709 898426; Cantley St Wilfrid, Fr Andrew Howard
cant, contact Miss Blossom Thompson 07813 214462; Leicester St 01302 285 316; Doncaster Holy Trinity, Fr Stokoe 01302 371256;
Aidan, New Parks, Fr S Lumby 0116 287 2342; St Mary de Castro, Edlington St John the Baptist, Fr Edmonds 01709 858358;
Fr D Maudlin 01572 820181; St Chad, Fr M Court 0116 241 3205; Goldthorpe SS John and Mary Magdalene, Fr Schaefer 01709
St Hugh, Eyres Monsell , vacant, interim Priest in Charge, Fr.Simon 898426; Hexthorpe St Jude, Fr Edmonds 01709 858358; Hickleton
Matthews 07763 974419; Narborough Fr A Hawker 0116 275
St Wilfrid, Fr Schaefer 01709 898426; Hoyland St Peter, Fr Parker
1470; Scraptoft Fr M Court 0116 241 3205; Wistow Benefice Fr P 01226 749231; Thurnscoe St Hilda, vacant; Mexborough St John
O’Reilly 0116 240 2215
the Baptist, vacant; Moorends St Wilfrith, Fr Pay 07530921952;
New Bentley Ss Philip and James, Fr Dickinson 01302 875266;
FiF, DIOCESE OF LINCOLN Resolution Parishes: Binbrook
New Cantley St Hugh, Fr Stokoe 01302 371256; New Rossington St
Group (Louth) Fr Walker 01472 398227; Edenham ( Bourne) Fr
Luke, Fr.Leal 01 302 864304; Ryecroft: St Nicholas, Fr.Andrew Lee
Hawes 01778 591358; Grimsby St Augustine Fr Martin 07736
01 709 921257; Dalton: Holy Trinity, Fr.Andrew Lee 01 709 921257;
711360; Skirbeck St Nicholas (Boston) Fr Noble 01205 362734;
Doncaster Ss Leonard & Jude (with St Luke)Vacant; Sheﬃeld: St
Wainfleet Group (Skegness) Fr.Morgan 01 754 880029; BurghBernard, Southey Green and St Cecilia, Parson Cross, Fr Ryder-West
le- Marsh (Skegness) Fr Steele 01754 810216; Fosdyke All Saints 0114 2493916; St Catherine, Richmond Road, Fr.Knowles 0114
(Kirton) vacant (Mr.Tofts 01 205 260672). Non-petitioning
2399598; St Matthew, Carver Street, Fr.Grant Naylor 01 142
parishes information: North Lincolnshire- Fr Martin 07736
665681; St Mary, Handsworth, Fr Johnson 01142 692403 (contact
711360; South Lincolnshire- Fr Noble 01205 362734
clergy for Mass times, etc)
LEEDS FiF, wITHIN THE DIOCESE OF wEST YORKSHIRE
FiF SOUTHAMPTON Parishes (under the episcopal care
and the DALES Belle Isle St John and St Barnabas, Priest in
of the Bishop of Richborough) welcome you: St Barnabas,
Charge, Fr Chris Buckley CMP 01132 717821, also priest with
Lodge Road (oﬀ Inner Avenue A33 London Road) Sunday: Solemn
pastoral responsibility for the Parish of Hunslet St Mary. Cross
Mass 10am, Daily Mass and other service details from Fr Barry
Green St Hilda and Richmond Hill St.Saviour, Fr.Darren Percival
Fry SSC 02380 223107; Holy Trinity, Millbrook (Oﬀ A33 city centre
SSC 07960 555609. Harehills St Wilfrid, Fr Terry Buckingham SSC: road from M271) Sunday: Solemn Mass10am, Midweek Mass and
01943 876066, Sunday Mass 10am
other service details from Fr William Perry SSC 02380 701896
FiF, DIOCESE OF MANCHESTERBlackley Holy Trinity, Soci- FiF, SOUTHwELL and NOTTINGHAM DIOCESE- Society
ety, Fr Philip Stamp 0161 205 2879; Lower BroughtonThe Aschurches: Nottingham: St Cyprian c/o Fr Hailes 0115 9873314; St
cension, Society, Canon David Wyatt 0161 736 8868; Chadderton George, Meadows, Barbara Rosalind Jordan, 07943 939550; St
St Mark, Resolution Fr.Steven Smith - 0161 624 2005; Failsworth Stephen, Sneinton, Frances Astill, 0745 0066889;; St.George,
Holy Family, Society, Jacqui Weir, Churcwarden - 07974 340682; Netherfield, Mrs.L.Barnett 0115 9526478.. Worksop: St Paul, Mrs
Glodwick St Mark, Society, Fr Graham Hollowood 0161 624
M Winks 01909 568857; Priory Church of Our Lady and St Cuth4964; Hollinwood St Margaret, Society, Fr David Hawthorn 0161 bert, Fr Spicer 01909 472180, who is also the contact for SSWSH
682 5106; Leigh St Thomas & All Saints, Resolution, Fr Robert
in the diocese
Dixon 01942 673519; Lightbowne St Luke, Society, Fr Philip
DIOCESE of TRURO - FIF Recommended Parishes FALStamp – 0161 205 2879; Little Lever St Matthew, Resolution,
Fr.John Wiseman, 01 204 700396; Middleton Junction St Gabriel, MOUTH: St. Michael & All Angels, Penwerris, vacant, contact Miss
B.A.Meade, 01 326 212865; PENRYN: St. Gluvius, Fr.S.Wales –
Resolution Fr.Steven Smith - 0161 624 2005; Moss Side Christ
01326 378638; TRURO: St. George, Fr. C. Epps – 01872 272630
Church, Society, Canon Simon Killwick 0161 226 2476; Oldham
St James with St Ambrose, Society, Fr.Graham Hollowood –
0161 624 4964; Peel Green St Michael, Society, Fr.Ian Hall - 0161
788 8991; Prestwich St Hilda, Society, Fr Ronald Croft 0161 773

THE SOCIETY IN
THE DIOCESES

Bishops of
the Society
The Bishop of Beverley
PROVINCE OF YORK (EXCEPT BLACKBURN AND LEEDS)

The Right Revd Glyn Webster
Holy Trinity Rectory, Micklegate, York YO1 6LE
01904 628155 oﬃce@seeofbeverley.org.uk
www.seeofbeverley.org.uk

The Bishop of Burnley

Diocese

Bishop

Representative

Bath & Wells
Birmingham
Blackburn
Bristol
Canterbury
Carlisle
Chelmsford
Chester
Chichester
Coventry
Derby
Durham
Ely
Europe
Exeter

Ebbsfleet
Ebbsfleet
Burnley
Ebbsfleet
Richborough
Beverley
Richborough
Beverley
Chichester
Ebbsfleet
Ebbsfleet
Beverley
Richborough
Richborough
Ebbsfleet

Revd Julian Laurence SSC
Revd Philip Calvert SSC
Revd Paul Benfield SSC
The Bishop of Ebbsfleet
Revd Peter Harnden SSC
Revd Paul Benfield SSC
Revd Martin Howse SSC
Canon Ralph Powell SSC
Canon Mark Gilbert SSC
Revd Dexter Bracey
Revd Stephen Jones
Revd Paul Kennedy SSC
Revd Adrian Ling CMP
The Bishop of Richborough
Prebendary Will Hazlewood SSC
Revd Robin Eastoe SSC
The Bishop of Ebbsfleet
Revd Keith Hodges SSC
The Bishop of Ebbsfleet
Canon Paul Cartwright SSC
Canon Philip O’Reilly SSC
Preb. Mark McIntyre CMP SSC
Revd Damian Feeney SSC
Revd Paul Noble SSC
Revd Edward Martin SSC
Revd Ray Bridson
Prebendary David Houlding SSC
Revd Christopher Smith SSC
Revd Graham Hollowood SSC
Canon Adrian Hughes
Revd Adrian Ling CMP
Revd David Harris
Revd Oliver Coss SSC
Revd Roger Jackson SSC
Revd Clive Jones SSC
Revd Paul Bennett SSC
Revd Adrian Ling CMP
Revd Richard Harper SSC
Revd Carl Schaefer SSC
Revd Tom Davis SSC
Canon Mark Nicholls SSC
Canon Nicolas Spicer SSC
Prebendary Sam Philpott MBE SSC
Revd Adrian Pearce SSC
Revd Michael Bartlett SSC
Revd Adam Gaunt SSC

Gloucester
Guildford
Hereford
Leeds
Leicester
Lichfield

Ebbsfleet
Richborough
Ebbsfleet
Wakefield
Richborough
Ebbsfleet

Lincoln

Richborough

Liverpool
London

Beverley
Fulham

Manchester
Newcastle
Norwich
Oxford
Peterborough
Portsmouth
Rochester
St Albans
St Eds & Ipswich
Salisbury
Sheffield
Sodor & Man
Southwark
Southwell & Nott
Truro
Winchester
Worcester
York

Beverley
Beverley
Richborough
Ebbsfleet
Richborough
Richborough
Richborough
Richborough
Richborough
Ebbsfleet
Beverley
Beverley
Fulham
Beverley
Ebbsfleet
Richborough
Ebbsfleet
Beverley

The contact details for the Bishops’ Representatives may be found on the
appropriate page on the Society website (www.sswsh.com/dioceses.php), by
clicking on the name of the diocese.

BLACKBURN

The Right Revd Philip North CMP
Dean House, 449 Padiham Road, Burnley BB12 6TE
01282 479300 bishop.burnley@blackburn.anglican.org

The Bishop of Chichester
CHICHESTER

The Right Revd Dr Martin Warner SSC
The Palace, Chichester PO19 1PY 01243 782161
bishop.chichester@chichester.anglican.org

The Bishop of Ebbsfleet
PROVINCE OF CANTERBURY (WEST)

The Right Revd Jonathan Goodall SSC
Hill House, The Mount, Caversham,
Reading RG4 7RE 0118 948 1038
bishop@ebbsfleet.org.uk www.ebbsfleet.org.uk

The Bishop of Fulham
LONDON & SOUTHWARK

The Right Revd Jonathan Baker
The Vicarage, 5 St Andrew St, London EC4A 3AF
020 7932 1130 bishop.fulham@london.anglican.org
www.bishopoﬀulham.org.uk

The Bishop of Richborough
PROVINCE OF CANTERBURY: EAST (EXCEPT CHICHESTER,
LONDON & SOUTHWARK); EUROPE

The Right Revd Norman Banks SSC
Parkside House, Abbey Mill Lane, St Albans AL3 4HE
01727 836358 bishop@richborough.org.uk www.richborough.org.uk

The Bishop of Wakefield
LEEDS

The Right Revd Tony Robinson SSC
Pontefract Ho, 181A Manygates Lane, Wakefield WF2 7DR
01924 250781 bishop.tony@westyorkshiredales.anglican.org

The Right Revd Roger Jupp SSC
(SUPERIOR-GENERAL , CONFRATERNITY OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT )

St Laurence’s Vicarage, Regent Street, Long Eaton,
Nottingham NG10 1JX
0115 973 5168 rajupp1@hotmail.com

The Right Revd John Gaisford SSC
(formerly Bishop of Beverley)
The Right Revd John Goddard SSC
(formerly Bishop of Burnley)
The Right Revd Dr John Hind
(formerly Bishop of Chichester)
The Right Revd Martyn Jarrett SSC
(formerly Bishop of Beverley)
The Right Revd Robert Ladds SSC
(formerly Bishop of Whitby)
The Right Revd Michael Langrish
(formerly Bishop of Exeter)
The Right Revd Peter Ramsden
(formerly Bishop of Port Moresby)
The Right Revd Nicholas Reade
(formerly Bishop of Blackburn)
The Right Revd Lindsay Urwin OGS
(formerly Bishop of Horsham)
The Right Revd Peter Wheatley
(formerly Bishop of Edmonton)
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Subscribe to
New Directions
NEW DIRECTIONS is sent free of charge
to all members of Forward in Faith UK *
To join Forward in Faith or subscribe to New DirecTioNs,
please print oﬀ and post the forms on the website
(www.forwardinfaith.com) or complete the form below
as applicable:

i wish to subscribe to New DirecTioNs as:

A Member of Forward in Faith UK
individual Membership: £30
concessionary: £15
concessionary: £21
Family Membership: £42
i am a UK Taxpayer please send me a Gift Aid form
Or
A NEW DIRECTIONS Subscriber
europe: £45
rest of the world: £55
UK: £30
i enclose payment of £ ..............................
cheques payable to Forward in Faith

CREDIT/DEBIT CARD PAYMENTS
BY TELEPHONE ONLY - MONDAY, WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY, 9.30
AM TO 4.30 PM.

Name.............................................................................................
Address..........................................................................................
......................................................................................................
.....................................................Post Code/Zip ...........................
TO: Forward in Faith, 2A The Cloisters, Gordon Square, London
WC1H 0AG. Tel: 020 7388 3588 Fax: 020 7387 3539
Admin.assistant@forwardinfaith.com
If you do not have a UK bank account, please contact us to discuss payment
methods by email (Admin.assistant@forwardinfaith.com) or telephone
(020 7388 3588 – Monday, Wednesday or Thursday, 9.30 am to 4.30 pm)
* Members of Credo Cymru who are not also members of Forward in Faith
should contact their Membership Secretary
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Classified Ads rates
£20 for 1 month
(up to 50 words)
£40 for 2 months
£40 for 3 months
Series of advertisements in excess
of three months will also be
charged at £20 per month
with every third month free
Additional words will be charged at 50
pence each for one month,
£1 each for two or three months etc.

Contact the Advertising Manager: Mike Silver
57 Century Road, Rainham,
Kent ME8 0BQ
01634 386624
email silver43mike@gmail.com
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classifieds
CAR SUPPLIERS – PRIORY AUTOMOTIVE Priory
are the Christian car suppliers who can provide any new or used car at the very best
price. Let them take the hassle out of your
next car purchase, all vehicles are fully
checked before free delivery to your door.
Part exchange a pleasure and budgets to suit
all. Please call 0114 2559696 or visit
www.prioryautomotive.com
EDENHAM REGIONAL HOUSE RETREAT CENTRE
nr Bourne Lincs. Near Peterborough. En suite
accommodation in beautiful Georgian Rectory in ABC parishes. Individuals and small
groups are most welcome. Private Chapel and
spacious rooms are available for day visits,
disabled facilities, self-catering flat. Contact
Fr Andy Hawes, ERH Church Lane Edenham, Lincs PE10 OLS, 01778 591358 athawes@tiscali. co.uk

